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PROBLEMS OF 

IRIS ET AMLAS has lost some of its ancient charms, but it 

d ot \We venture to say a good word 

{ ne of the changes, leon example, it is only 

tre vith the times that it should have become 

f an oceasion for family eatherines. In the 

of that reat apostle of Christmas, Chark Dicken 

is sul expensive ar difficult. Now it is easy, and 
here members of a tamiy can see each other whenever they 
ke there ttle reason for holding a formal gathering ones 

it veaur. Lv t increase of those who go abroad for the 

iv and f th who do them teasting in one of” the 

winy modern restaurants that make special preparation for the 
pur] we only the natural consequences of other changes in 

ihits. Th is no reason whatever for attributing it to a 
decline of hospitality or a neglect of coarity. On the contrary, 

irtues Hourish as well ataong us now as ever they did in 

mtiquity. And Christmas attords the bestopport nity forexercising 

Lhe best tradition associated with that day is that evervone 

fe then, it no other time, that it is his duty to make somebody 
happy. Obviously, if everybody were concerned in’ producing 
jollity im everybody else he would find pleasure for himself, 

\nd tl the real spirit of modern hospitality. The man who 

culs a party of guests together at a place of public entertainment, 

ually with the host in a private house, can be sure of succes 

nly by pleasi and interesting his guests. When he is not 

obliged, by ties of re‘ationship, to issue invitations to persons 

Whom he has no sympathy, exce pt that of blood, it ts open 

n to form a party of individuals who share his own likines 

ind enth n 1 that case entertainment is given and received 

by one and thi ime action. 

\mor tl who have not been at the trouble to investi 

ate the facts, it t habit to praise “the merry past” at the 
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expense of a present allege d to be dismal. We are afraid this 

merry past will not Its reputa- 
tion is based on the boisterous spirits of a reckless few; gaunt 4 

tand looking into very closely. 

hunger went about among the many, sternly checking any 
undue tendency to merriment and _ frivolity, for often he 

found his prey housed in a hovel and dressed in rags. At 
the Christmas of to-day different classes are brought together 
more than they ever were before. ihe heir ‘* with roses in his 
joes” mav not “a village partner choose,” but if anyone desires 

innual dance and its 
associated ceremonies let him follow the prosaic course of reading 

the little newspapers of the lesser provincial towns. They 
ire, and most properly, the chroniclers of small beer. ‘rom 

them it will be seen that there is scarcely a village or hamlet in 

Great Britain at which the poor have not been liberally 
entertamed. On Christmas night the President of the Local 

Government Board was sharing in the festivities of a work- 
house, and he only did what thousands of less conspicuous 

persons were doing all over the country. Even those who were 

themselves absent, in the majority of cases entrusted this duty 

to trustworthy hands The 

to realise what has taken the place of the 

tupid custom of providing such 
meeting th a“ high-class entertainment” is deservedly passing 

iway. We hope that not m uly people followed the example ol 

Mr. John Burns, who delivered to the inmates of the Wandsworth 
Union Workhouse an oration tull of abstruse reasoning and 

tatistics. Imagination vainly tries t ) picture the faces of the old, 

feeble and infirm folk so addressed. A Cabinet Minister has some 

excuse for talking over the heads of his immediate listeners when he 

has something to say to the world out ide, but certainly there are 

few who need | ww it example in this respect. It is more 

profitable on such occasions to assume the character of a 

learner. Where the guests are made perfectly at home and allowed 

to amuse themselves in their own way they cannot help displaying 
tastes, habits and ciaracteristics not visible when they are on 

their best behaviour. This year interest in the poor has been 

whetted by political considerations. Such of us as are political 

only in the sense that we areanxious at all times that the best should 

be done for the fatherland and, as a rule, try to stand clear of 

party ol ligations, are apt to be puzzied by the conflicting state 
ments mace rival speakers. Hereandthere a fact emerges on 

which there is little if any differ e of opinion. One of them ts 

tincat thre orking of the Poor Law at present ts nsatisfactory. 

Phe workhouse as a place into which all the refuse of 

humanity can be carted, where the utterly idle and vicious are 

placed side by side with those who have been honest but 

unfortunate, where the hardened pollute the young, where persons 

of different sex and different age tind refuge, and where the 
voung girl who has tripped but once is thrust into the company 

of older women to whom virtue is scarcely a memory, is a 

doomed institution. There is also a general revolt against that 

part of the system which is responsible for the workhouse child. 

lt was the policy of the Victorians to brand the “ brat,’ make it 

wear distinctive clothes and go out into the world with the 

handicap of an ill-name. The aim of the present and the future 

is to remove from the child a stigma for which it was not respon 

ible, and to open up a way by means of which even the offspring 

of the most worthless may have the opportunity of becoming 

wood and useful citizen of the Lempure. Mr. Jolin urns seems 

to regard an extension of the boardiny-out system as the practical 

form these aspirations should take, : 

favour. A second pt 

tramp’s future. 

wid thereis much to be said in its 

that of the 

What we want here is a practical, well-thought 

out system by means of which it will be possible to distinguish 

between the working-man honestly 

iblem urgently needing solution is 

eeking a job and the loafer 
who is only a thiniy-disguised mendicant. A recommendation 

made about two years ago met with general approval at the time, 

but in the turmoil of party warfare it has since been neglected. 
lhis was that every tramp shall be helped once on the condition 

that he declares his destination and aim. In these days of 
te ephones it would be easy to ascertain by his subss quent move- 

ments whether he were truthful or otherwise. In the former 

case he might be granted such further help as might be needed ; 

in the latter a warning, followed by punishment if it were not 
heeded, would be a practical reminder to the shirker that if a 

man will not work, neither shall he eat. 

Our Portratt [llustration. 
IR frontispiece this week is a portrait of Mrs. Austen 

( )' Chamberlain and her child. Mrs. Austen Chamberlain 
t Pane of the late Colonel H. L. Dundas, and het 

marriage took place in 1906. 

. 
.’ It ts particularly requested that no permissions to photograph 

houses, gardens, or livestock on behalf of Counrry Lire be granted 

except when direct abplication ts mtade from ce offices of the pabder. 

When sucn requests are received, the Editor would esteem the kindness 

Of readers tt tney would forward tre corresoondence at once to him. 

a 

=) 
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VIDENTLY § Sir Archibald 

about the Dritish Museum thas tailed to satis 

thi WwW hose Profte SSO! 

\dam Sedewick, in a letter of great leneth, ha 

Geikie’s  deliveranes 

interests are at stake. 

forth his version of the case which is accepted im 

crentific circles. Tle traces the agitation back to 1806, when a 

memorial, signed by th best-known biologists of the day 

was presented to the Chancellor of — the exchequer. Li 

et forth that im the opinion of the signatories it was ol 

fundamental prortines that ** the 

Natural [listorvy Collection should be 

Library and Art Collections.” 

administration ol th 

eparated from that of tl 
In 1874 the Royal Commission 

or Scientific Institutions came to the same conclusion, and in 

IS7y the briti \ ation prepared a memorial to the Prime 
Minister pointing out to him that the views ot the men of sciences 

had been overlooked. Then there was a lull in the avitation, 

due to the fact that in 1885 the old office of Superintendent was 

replaced by a new ollice, that of Director, who, save in financial 

ident of the Chief Librarian. That was in 

the days of Sir W. Flower. When he retired, in r8g8, the new 

Director “found himself ina position very dillerent trom that ol 

his prea e 

matter Wal maep 

‘These are the « ntial points in thi tatement made b 

Professor Sedgwick. He takes the proper and dignified attitud 

that it would ve little purpose to make unsupported statement 

that “may easi be turned ito personal attacks and lead t 

usel ind hurtful reerimination.” What he asks for is an 

enquiry before “a proper tribunal which can receive and silt 

evidence on this que-tion so important to biological science in 

Eneland.” It is difficult not to avree with thi temperate pro 

posal. Nothing could be more regrettable than the dragging into 

i controversy of this kind names so honoured as those of Su 

Archibald Geikie and the Speaker of the Llouse of Commons. 

It the men of ser who ought to know are of opinion that the 

present arrangements do not make for the highest efliciency in 

the conduct of the Natural History Department of the British 

Museum, their standing ought to secure acquiescence in their just 
and temperate request. It is in every way desirable that e 
dissatisfaction which has been expressed again and again during 

the past half-century should be terminated. 

The interesting letter from Miss Cochrane whi } appears in 

our “* Correspondence’ columns deserves to be read by those who 

wish to improve rural housing, although we are afraid that 

those of our readers who know most about the question will 

consider her ideas impracticable. At any rate, no importance 
should be attached to an attempt to identify cheap cotta 

with an infringement of the Truck Act. On an estate a land 

owner builds cottages and lets them cheaply because he deri 

advantage from the men living there. In the mayority 

instances he thoroughly understands that the rent will not 

vield a profit on the capital invested. But our contention 

is that the cottages on a vreat estate are, as a rule, much more 

comfortable, and constructed with much more attention § to 
sanitation, than are those which belong to the small people in the 

open villages. ‘The assertion is, perhaps, too general; but we 

can assure our correspondent that it would be possible and 

practicable to show her these wretched and unhealthy cottage 

as they exist at the present moment, ind as t Vv « hnpare with 

low-rented cottages on large estat . She savs that wher 

the rent of a cottage is four shillinys a week there can be 
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no excuse for not keeping it in repair. But sure 
upon the owner? If that four shillings a week be his entir 
income, how is he going to spend money on repairs 

Put in this way, the case is not by any means hypothetical. 

It has heen proved by the working of the Old Age Pensions 

\ct that it by no means uncommon to claimant for a 

pension to be the owner of cottage property and to derive 
what little income he may posse from it. The me fact 

that such persons can obtain the Oid Age Pension shows that 
they are considered to be on the extreme edge of poverty 
and our acquaintan with llave life uch as to contirn 

the impression produced by examining the evidenc iven iM 

connection with the Old Age Pension Act Phe rural labour 

when he has the opportunity to make a litile money often ha 

no ambition other than to invest tt in property. lle has no 

knowledge of stocl and share Ili choice lt ilmost exclu 

sively between the Savings Bank and the cottage that comes up 

for sale now and then. tle is forced by his own circumstan 

to endeavour to vet the highest possible rent from bis tenant, and 

that tenant, as a rule, belon to the poorest cla ft labourer. 

His work is often casual and hi wes low. Viewed from any 

economical standpoint the rent he pas out of all proportion to 

his earninys. We emphasise these facts, not in the slightest 

degree for the purpose of contradicting Miss Cochrane or arguin 

with her, but to help towards vettin it the real tacts that have 

to be faced if am iseful work is to be don 

Ceres rev Waves 1 t lossin 

Clull winds calling to vou and im 

Rain that drips from ullen sky, 

Voice erving, “ The vear rone by! 

Soiden leaves tm th lent lane 

Pallid amber afleck with ines 

Ghostly trees on th oomine hail 

Tossing river and foaming 

(.res i\ i 1 to | 

lea he wailin HT 0 

Solt at ith as a ta pel 

I} roel Veat 1) it ] int 

LLueNE cL. oe vi 1 

Son ot the renvart le by Dr. | I, ( ‘ ! repor 

to U London County ¢ 1 il fu 1 yth 

lerench say leon un it dl not | tranqu y ol 

nind on the part of t \ » tra Lil ru cars to 

learn that d tive mand | t yu 
cau f reyection It on us asl ther the I ) 

tanrxicab t ro mot I ! 11>] ul in ara 

backs. No mani unde il ect \ | ubyect ' 

applicant for t chautleur’ place to medica i 

md it i certian threat i Wh ! 1 th hal 

e rejected if , I cd \ t I | 

the authorit that no dt I req t ul 

becau i ul i la hihi 1) 1 ba \ al 

tt S apply to t tol t \ it nl ) 

eivable that Dy ri ine rep it ‘ itoa I ri ( ith 

nto the «qa ul yt ft ) \ 1] ( il of th 1 { | 

Nneavy | Liv. 1); ( | cite t i ( " 

drivel oO could not i i i i twe ‘ { 

ought to have b il to! La bal 

\) the fea ‘ a) | | re] ademal oi | 

attention. Lhisis the oy ition of the Workmet Co nsation 

Act. Dr. Collie thinks it encourages ma rine. =o E an injured 

person is kept trom rk for a week or | he ve mn) 

pensation; Ute byaway tor on eek and kk than t » halt-par 

isawarded: and ifYor over two weel ereces full pay from tl 

aat Ot thre i ole t b ( ( I 1 Ni dl | 

the statisti ol ether to yw t I f 4 ‘ iver 

leu » \ fort ( ' ‘ than three 

it | t fait t I I I i t ] 
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that iyust I june y t t ul 

have been growing Ina man for aco leral time before a 

accident occurs. In t \ rupture is due as mu toa 

gradual process a tothe wre Li th rite ite 

| t word, the a rnd ; 4% ver 

Obviously the « plove i t rut to be ri n t 

have appl nts tor a I | ts eXAa neck we uly bel 

appointment. It wil lot pa n lo wy but the fit 
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lower piants in pots, ] wa due to a combination of 

Ise A lo t ofter i. (Girreat Britain and Germany 

ire the two buyer l'rench-grown flowers at Christma 

id owing to the severe fi experienced a few weeks pre- 

yusly, lth 1 yuent dull, sunle weather, many kinds of 

flower wuld not be induced to open freely [his was especially 
vw case in Great Britain and Germany. ‘The result was an unpre 

ema for Ire flowers, and several German agents 

n the fl t stricts ot France buying up all they 

| ne days bef ( tmas, with the result that shipments 

> ( it Ga e vers yusly curtailed. Unfortunately, 

. ro ny tot eather conditions mentioned above, 

re not na] tion to take advantage of the scarcity, and 

"I irket a é unable to execute many orders for 

hoice flowers. Fruits of nearly all kinds were comparatively 
plentil und sonable in] ind holly, mistletoe, Christmas- 

tree ind other evergreens could be had in abundance. Holly, 
generally, wa ell berried, but the mistletoe varied considerably 

nth respect, mnie col ment berg very good and others 

jually it bad. 

No doubt we live in an age which does not suffer from any 

lack of philanthroy ind charitable institutions in general; but 

it does seem as if some institution or fund were badly needed 

iereby fares, or a portion of the fares, might be advanced to 

those who are in no employment, or only in casual employment, 

ithome and have a prospect of permanent and remunerative 

work in the Colonies if only they could get there. It is stated 

that a committee rt ently formed at Toynbee Hall has found 

that there is no machinery of the kind in present existence, 
although Australian and New Zealand farmers are most anxious 

to obtain the services of young men as farm hands. It is even 
aid that ten thousand emigrated annually would not fully supply 

the demand. The relief that such emigration as this, to the 

\ntipodes al would give our unemployment and congestion 
il home must he very con ider ible. The ¢ entra (Unemployed 

body for London are now advancing fares to send young fellows to 

\ustralia and New Zealand through their local Distress Com 

mittees: but it seem very extraordinary that an obvious 

Imperial need of this kind yuld not be more largely provided 

lor 

Generally iking, sea fishermen are not credited with 

much thrittune of character; but the figures reported at the 

recent meeting of the Royal Provident lund for Sea Fishermen, 

it the Fishmonvgers’ Elall, seem to how an admirable develop- 

ment of this useful quality. Founded by the King in 1884, as the 

result of the surplus funds of the [International Fisheries L-xhibi- 

tion of the preceding year, it was at first designed purely asa 
benevolent institution. The system of increasing the fund by fisher 
men’s own contributions has been grafted into it, and its member 

ip is now thirteen thousand eight hundred and forty-six, chiefly 

drawn from the fishermen of -iull, Lowestoft and Great Yar 

mouth. lKelief to the amouat of three thousand two hundred 

ind eighty-four pounds was distributed in the course of last year ; 

but the most iture in the report read to the meet 

ing is its testimony to the growth of the virtu of thrift and 

ill factory 

elt-help in Inarine population, 

fishing at Lowes 
tolt at the end of the year it was found that it possessed very 

total catch was almost the same as last < 

year, but not Oo great as the enormous total of 1907. The 

profits seem to have been rather unequally divided, as the fisher- 

men obtained higher price und the merchants did not. The 

number of boats has increased to a fleet of 764 as compared 

with y 4 isl yer, ol which a growing number are motor- 

boats, though the majority are still sailing vessels. The 

record catch of the year occurred on October 26th, when 16,390 

crans were landed from 370 boats; it was very good, but not so 

large as the historic catch of October 22nd, 1907, when 399 

boat landed $7,730 cran he best month appears to have 

been November, as. the fishing in October was st ypped for 

everal days by violent gales, which kept the vessels in port. 

lhe earnings of the boats are reckoned to be about 1,000 for 

teamers, but from this has to be deducted considerable losses 

due to destruction of nets. More pi kled tish were exported, but 

not so many tresh lish, 

Messrs. W. and A. Gilbey strike a melancholy note in theit 

report on t vintage of tg0og. It has been delayed because “ it 

would be ne iy to go back nearly a century to find in the 
wnnals of the vintages of Europe an ingathering so protracted.” 

Ihe cause of that delay is stated simply to be lack of sunshine 

and warmth, The well-known wine merchants go on to say that 

never during the thirty-four years during which the vintage circular 
has been published has the British public been so indifferent to 

the production of wine. lhe 

country now scarcely amounts to one imperial quart per head, 

annual consumption in this 

whereas it was double that quantity a few years ago. This is 
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another testimony to the increasingly sober habits of the people 

of to-day. We attribute it mostly to the popularisation of 
so many outdoor pastimes in which it is not customary to drink 
intoxicating beverages. Whether a man plays football, cricket 

or golf, he is equally unlikely to drink much, and for those of u 
who are not addicted to these games there are so many occu- 
pations and amusements that there is neither time nor inclination 
to drink. It is curious that the natural development of society 
should have accomplished more than all the temperance speaking 
and temperance legislation of the last fifty years. 

When the child at the Zoo said that he wondered how the 
giraffe could go about without hitting his head against things, 
he must surely have had a prophetic vision in his mind’s eye of 
the unfortunate specimen of that species which has lately been 
set up in Mr. Rowland Ward’s Piccadilly “ Jungle.” Evidently, 

at some former period of his career, long before his comparatively 
recent death, this giraffe had fractured his skull, and it is 
marvellous that he should have lived and, apparently, flourished 
after receiving such an injury. There is a callosity, bare of hair, 
extending from the crown of the head to the left ear, and six 
inches or so in width, and the hinder horn on the left side is bent 

right forward and down, and has its base greatly enlarged. 
Apparently a frontal piece of the skull must have been dislodged 
altogether. It is an extraordinary injury in itself, presumably 
done when in flight by dashing against a tree or bough, but it 
seems still more extraordinary that the animal should have 
recovered from it. 

THE AWAKENING. 

Across the moor, across the lea, 

Oh dreams of ecstasy to be! 

The world and all, in harmony. 

Across the moor, the wind comes chill, 

The wrack of cloud foreshacows ill, 

Would God my heart were sleeping still! 

\cross the moor the blast of doubt, 

The Truth to face, the bitter rout: 

A rainbow sadly fading out. 

Across the moor I wander yet, 

The heather and my eyes are wet, 

For peace I must my dreams forget. 

Across the moor, trail flocks of sheen, 

The secret wound be mine to keep, 

Not even these shall see me weep. 

Across the moor, across the sea, 

I could of years oblivious be, 

Could they restore my dreams to me. 

D. A. N. 

No cygnets are being sent away from the King’s swanneries 
on the Thames this year for His Majesty’s table. Hitherto it 
has been an annual arrangement that no fewer than forty should 
be fattened and sent up. Altogether, in the chief swanneries on 
the Thames—that is to say, those of the Dyers’ Company and of 

the Vintners’ Company, in addition to-His Majesty’s—there are 

said to be about seven hundred swans. It is evident that the 

forty subtracted annually in previous years for the King’s use 
must have had much effect in keeping the number at that total, 
and that with the cessation of this diminution it is a total that 

wiil soon increase very considerably unless other measures are 
taken to maintain it at something like its present level. This is 

a prospect which concerns all who are interested in the fishing 

of the Thames, for the swans undoubtedly consume a certain 
amount of the vegetable and animal life which constitutes the 
food supply of the various species of fish, and it is to be desired 
that their number be kept within reasonable limits. 

From various quarters we have frequently contended in 

these columns for the 

features in our churches, to demolish which would be to darken 
a page of history. At the same time, the clergy are feeling that 
the pew is not very suitable for modern conditions ; it flourished 
at a time when all the members of a family were accustomed 

to go to the same place of worship and sit together there. 
Nowadays the different members of a family refuse to follow this 
landable custom; each prefers to choose his or her own place o! 

worship, and a considerable number prefer not to attend any 
place at all. The consequence of this is that there has been a 
very serious decline in pew rents, which, of course, used to form 
a considerable item in the church income. In a new church put 

up to-day, no one would think of building pews such as were 
almost universal at the beginning of last century, and the 

retention of the pew system is now being strongly objected to on 
financial grounds by those who are most deeply interested. If it 
has to be abolished—and we do not very well see how it can be 

retained—it would still be no less a duty on the part of the nation 
to preserve those curious and beautiful pews which are still to 
be found in a number of our old churches. 

preservation of old pews as pleasing 

oo 
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THE STALKING 
WAS lately reading an article wiich appeared last year in 
one of the Highland papers. 
prising 

U asigned—which is not sur- 
it is headed, ‘* Their Tameness is Shocking to Me,” 

and deals with the sulject of deer-stalking. This, says the 
anonymous author, has become a farce owing to the tame- 

ness of the deer, and will soon le a thing of the past. Stalking 
is not what it used to be, we all know, but the possibility of its 
dying out for the reasons here suggested is absurd. The article 
cannot be set out at length, but the following delicious sentence 
will, | am sure, appeal to every deer-stalker: ‘Now the 
antlered monarch of the wilis is tamely content to share with 
the pet lambs the fireside comforts of the crofter’s lowly home” ; 

which is all very nice and idyllic, but I hardly think the antlered 

monarch would frisk for long with the lambs of most crofters | 
know. A few days at the end of the past season would, | am 
inclined to think, have altered the views expressed in the article 
from which I have quoted. The stags I saw were anything but 
tame, and in contrast- to the hot, muggy weather prevailing 

during the early part of October last year, in consequence of 

which all the good stags remained up on the tops, this season 
mist and gales of wind and rain, lasting in some forests for days 
without a break, kept the deer continually moving. The condi- 
tion of the deer seems to have varied a great deal in different forests, 
and although in the majority, so far as weights are concerned, 
the past season is one of the best on record, it is somewhat 
disappointing as regards heads. Plenty of nice heads were 
killed, though there was nothing really exceptional which 

19-POLNTER, CLUANIE. 

justified the prodigality of adjectives indulged in by many 
writers. Six thousand three hundred is the number of stags 

given by the Scotsman as having been kilied in the northern and 
central forests, irrespective of small beasts killed tor venison. 
Of these one hundred and sixty-three carried heads of twelve 
points and over as against one hundred and forty-two last year. 

Heads, no doubt, would have been better if there had been more 
rain in the early spring. As it was, April and May were dry and 
cold and there was no new grass till the middle of June. July 
was very wet, and in the west at any rate heads suflered.  Fol- 

lowing 1s a list of the first five hundred received by Messrs. 

MacLeay and Son: 

7 N 9 lv 17 4 ! 4 15 

Number 25 33 gt 70 106 69 

lhe royals are four short of last vear, which, however, was a 
record. Nine thirteen-pvinters were kiiled in 1go8, no fourteen 

and no filteen pointers. ‘Three fifteen-pointers in one year is a 
record as shown by Messrs. MacLeay’s statistics ; but it must be 
borne in mind that here we are dealing only with the first five 
hundred stags’ heads received in the season by one firm. 

At Knoydart, to come to particular forests, the season was 
a good one. Indeed, the Knovdart and Barrisdale heads as a 
class are as good as any deer in Scotland, carrying strong, rough 
horns of good quality. There was a slight falling off in the 
weights at the beginning of the season, but as it advanced they 

improved, and the seventy-one stags killed averaged 15st. 4lb. 

COUNTRY 

SEASON OF 

15-POINTER, 

LIFE. 5 

included one fourteen 

royals, ten eleven and seventeen ten 
rovals had good tops. 

absolutely clean. They pointer, four 
pointers. One of the 

\t Barrisdale Mr. Walter Parrott had an 
unusually good season so far as the quality of his heads went. 

Chey included a thirteen-pointer, two ten and two eight pointers, 
weighed 1gst. Sib. \t 

Kintail seventy stags averaged over 16st. The best head was 

a nine-pointer, killed by Mr. Sydney Loder. On September oth 
this gentleman killed six stags in one stalk having the remark 

able average of 16st. 6lb. There is the same tale here as in 
many other forests extraordinary weights, and 

below the average. 

\t Strathconan, stalking ended on October 11th with on 
hundred and forty-four stags, which is the largest 
killed in one season 1n this forest. 

all good heads. The heaviest stag 

heads rathe 

number 

They averaged r5st., th 

The wet summer again influenced the 
Eight royals were killed, and there are a number of 

promising young stags leit on the ground. 

heaviest scaling 2ost. 

heads. 

At Killilan the season was exceptionally good, both weight 
and heads being in advance of the last four years. 
worked out at ist. 2ib. for 

lhe averay 

forty-eight stags, including two 
thirteen-pointers, a royal and a fine eleven-pointer. The heaviest 
stag scaled tgst., and here, again, the wet summer affected the 
deer. 

At Cluanie, Mr. Straker writes me that weights were above 
the average, sixty stags, weighed absolutely clean, averaging 

Phe heads were as eason, but no better. vO das last 15st. 5 1-3lb. 

pyr 

ARDVERIATE. 11-POINTER, STRATHVAICH. 

The fifteen-pointer weighed 18st. 3ib., and the best 

as may be seen trom the ph tovraphy 1 t 17st. 2lb. The iatter, 
beautiful head. The white stag, which appeared five years a 

has not yet reat hed his prime, though a heavy beast with a good 

head. He is sacred, anda white yearling and two calves have 

alrea ly mM ide their appeara 

\t North Ceana roe Lord lweedm uulhh got thirtv-three 

stays, and at South Ceanacroc Mr. Benson sixty. The weight 

here average better than in former years. Mr. Grant of Glen 

moriston killed nineteen at Portclair, which he id in his ow 

hands, and at Dundreggan forty-eight stags were obtained, 

including one royal. The heaviest weighed 1gst. At Levishie 
twenty-three stags were killed, the heaviest scaling 17st. 4lb. At 
Balmacaan forty-nine stags were killed, the heaviest being an 

eleven-pointer weighing 18st. Sib. (heart and liver). The head 

was massive but unsymmetrical. 

At Braulen 

weights, \t 

Sixty-one stays 

Struy fitty-nine 

were killed, but I have no 

averaged 14st. At Cozac thirty 
sIx stags were obtained, including an eleven-pointer which I did 

not see, but hear is a fine head. Benula was unlet. This, how 
ever, did not seem to affect the neighbouring forests much, 
although the adjoining beats were lightly stalked. The head- 

stalker told me he had never seen so many good stags since 
Mr. Winans'’s time seventeen years ago. 

\t Corriemony forty-three stags were killed, inciuding one 

royal, and at Guitsachan thirty-eight, t g heaviest, weivhing 

1gst. 4lb., being a thirteen-pointer. At Meoble both heads and 
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from t beam into two distinct points. This is very unusual in 

t ld stag. I had er come across a similar head, nor had 

Mr. MacLeay, though Mr. |. G. Millais, who was with me at 
the time | saw therm, te ls me he ha ecn a head with the tray 

m each horn 

forked. 

\t Glen 

carron Mr. Tate 

got forty five 

Slayvs,averaging 

rast. 7lb. The 

heaviest, killed 

on October sth, 

ighed 17st. 

tlh. (heart and 
liver) 

tag hada 

diseased — horn 

srowth about 

ten inches long 

ind partially 

covered with 

velvet growing 

down his right 

cheek, which 

bh e« ime ae 

tached when he 

fell. One 

pedicle was ru 
dimentary and 

( ny ete 

( vere th 

Copyright kin. Three 
royals were 10-POINTER, BARRISDALE 
killed. \t 

Lanewell net ta e killed, including two royals. Lh 

Sutherlandshire heads seem to have tuproved this season, the 

ly | have se being the ten-pointer belonging to the Duke of 

Sutherland and the Duke of Westminster's rova Measurements 

ire included of both these hea 

\t Ardverikie one hundred and t ty-two stags were killed, 

The weights 

The 
ave iny 4 sib. t 7Ib. Lhe eavi t wa TqQst. 

ere good, but several killed last year, 

and Is the be st big roval hot on October Sth caled 17St. 41D 

head killed during the thirteen years’ tenancy of Mr. Wythes. 

Phe fifteen-pointer weighed 16st. During the past two seasons, 

a omiatte ol elf-detence, the deer have been artificially ted 

\l in\ 

nter, whether they want 

owners and tenants have 

to or 

forest 

»feed in w 

food the deet 

during the winter in thi 

been compelled latterly 

unable to get wander off to ne ighbouring not, for il 

ed, and remain. For one forests where artificial food is provi 

orest on which the deer were artiticially fed tive yeat » there are 

now probably three No aqoubt it 3 beneficial, but it wear | 

precedent to make, since if deer once become accustomed to 

utificial feedine they are unable to tend tor themselves if a hord 

Copyright. 
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winter comes and the artificial supply is lacking. I have been oors, but their mon’s a_ bigger leear.’ The measurement 
told by several stalkers in the neighbourhood that when Lord following are not all my own and may not be quite exact, a 

surton’s tenancy of Glenquoich expired a very large number of there 1s considerable difficulty in measuring a head when th 
deer died during the following winter owing to the fact that the dried scalp is still attached to the skull. ‘Vhe majority, however, 
generous supply of artificial food, to which they had been long 1 took with a steel tape and believe to be correct. | am indebted 

accustomed, was not forthcoming. ‘To return to Ardverikie, it is to Messrs. Rowland Ward, Macleay and McPherson | the 

interesting to note the following weights which Mr. Wythes has assistance they have given me in preparing this article and to 

kindly sent me: the various owners and tenants for particulars of the past se u 

Heaviest weight verage weight and for permission to have their heads photographed, 

1907 No artificial feeding Igst 3st. orb, 

1908 Artificiaily fed in winter 21st, r2ib. ‘ 14st. 3lb. mo I ty. = ( , Nema 

1909 Artificially fed in wintes Igst. 5ib. 14st. 7b. 2 a 

At W killed, and tl losed ee ‘At yvis seventy-three stags were killed, and the season close 12* Ardverikie . 39)..5 2.25 ..Mr. E. J. Wythe A nice wild head, rather spoilt in appear 
on October oth. At Affaric eighty stags were obtained, averaging nee by the clumsy finish to the bac 

; a - potion the right top, and th nooth 

15st. glb. This number included some nice heads, but they eee, Weak tune ii 

were, on the whole, rather disappointing for a forest with a 16° Wyvis 7g. 43. .0}.. Mer. R. Shoolbred.. A fine he a oo oe oe 
carry their wenght we pte t 

reputation. The heaviest beast, an eight-pointer, weighed tops, which measured re 
»}} Win, and I5hir th 

idst. ralb. jong. A “hoop” head « 
\s regards island heads, in North Uist, at Langass, twelve bin. between ty 

0 Conaglen $7 > Lord Morton Did not see this h 

stags were killed, four being royals. ‘The heaviest stag, a six I Killilan 41 .4;..272. Colonel Baldock A rough horn with good for n 
, all ct ay ees - ad top. The last point val pointer, weighed 1&st., and five were over 17st. At Newton, out © Mineat 6... tir. 8 Lode Brows tiie 

ot a total of six. a thirte n pointer was the heaviest, scaling 10) Loch Choire 35 45. .31 Duke of Sutherland A | utifully haped head th «x 

1 forks, and all the points well defines 

iyst. 5lb. Aneleven-pointer weighed 1gst. 3lb. and a royal 18st. 8 Barrisdale . 34)..44..28 .. Mr. W. Parrott A nice head with “facing” tops. The 
At Sponish only three stags were killed; one of them, a royal, of weight is carried well up and, indeed, 

1 the tops ar hea r than the beam 

which a photograph appears, weighed 17st. 12lb. The season below the trays, but this does no 

was an early one, and the deer were in exceptionally good a a ee 
( mndition. 12* Cluanie $4..4)..254..Mr. A. H. Straker An even ymmetrcal head, wit 

; rough horn, good top nd the weit 

lhe measurements of one of the best stags ever killed in carried weil uy 

Kum will be found in the list at the end of this article. In 1S” Cluanse Ee ee 2 al eee ee eee 
a tl 1 the ' nme ’ 4 

ran the 2. irquiess oO Mahan S Parly KiIeEC venly ve slags, ppearance \r t! M f ¢ party | lt ty-f1 tag 
“ ; 11* Strathvaich 344..44..25 ..Me.P.D. Williams A strong head with goo. fos 

averaging 17st. 1b. They included two royals, and the heaviest cae 
beasts were an eleven pointer of 20st., a ten of igst. Slb., anda 15° Ardveril 4. Mr. BE. d. Wythe \ wild-looking head with 

> harp at th t it t 

uine of rost. 3lb. On the Brodick beat six stags averaged hort, ugly point 
8st. 2lb., including two royals. The heaviest stag—an eleven 1S Barrisdale . S8f..5  .25}..Mr. W. Parrott . ee ee 
pointer—scaled 21st. rolb. At Loch Ranza five stags averaged poor bay 

12 Langwell .. 33 ‘ 28 Duke of Portland \ thick, massive bead and 1 h hors 

15st. 11 b. \n ele ven-pointer was the heaviest beast, weighing ° le wood lower point 1 he - 

1gst. ib, Th vest stags were not killed this year, being t ugly toy 
ys roll he be lag : E id 138) Glenkingi “3 Mr. W. Christi Have not seen this head 

reserved for stock purposes. 12 Knoydart .. 34. 5.234. Mr. ALS. Bowl \ rough hora with all the point 
| have remarked before, and there is no harm in remarking ee oe 

again, that it 1s a vreat pity there is no recogni ed system ot 10° Barrisdale . 33 2.5 ..28)..Me. W. Parrott Good quality of horn and well-spread 
. - aa } bre i sho thre loft ts 

welv hing stags in St otland. It would save a lot of trouble and toy th h th ppeara { 

put an end to many disput Ss. \ friend of mine who was stalk right is spoilt by : accom 
' } 1 

rat 4 nin tt | towr 

ing in a not particularly good forest could not make out why the 12 Lochmore.. 32 ..4 ..294..Duke of —West- A pretty head with yood tof 
staves which the stalker insisted on him shooting reached suc ies = Ist ann Hrap 

heavy weights. One day as he passed the larder a voice from 11 Isle of Rum 385..4]..26 ..Sir George Bul- A big head with nice tops and good quara 
P . 9 lough oft horn Cine tl | t eve killed 

within called out, ** One hund-red and suxty-eicht pouns. Lo here. Long | right 
this a second voice replied, “suxteen storn eicht,” which 11° Benmores of 36}. .5}. .303.. Earl of Eglinton .. A big, wild, irregular head with go 

‘ Mull top th right ba MISSing 

explained the mystery. I do not suppose that this h ippens in Brows Tin 
ain ; ee. , > 12* Sponish, N. 35}. .4]..26 ..Mr. C. H. Dendy.. One of the prett eads of the se 

many forests; but heart and liver are apt to enlarge, and ome Uine shocata nati anes wot ig 9 

times the * poch-buie” creeps in also. As the old stalker said, nad all points sharp and well defies 
. ong back top Tl wal bere 

alluding to the neighbouring forest on which the stags attained Hiustrated riicle. 

phenomenal weights, “their staags are no a bit bigger than RANK WALLACI 

AN AGRICULTURAL ETROSPECT. 
Hk last year is a very difficult one to comment on; Japan, China and India used formerly to be depe ent mostly 

it oresented so many contradictory teatures. Phe upon rice; but since the war with Russia the advance of these 

movement upward in prices seemed to point at one continents has proceeced at an enormous rate, and thousand 

time to a greatly increased prosperity; but the year who used to be content with a simple diet now insist upon wheat. 

had been exceptionally wet, so that many ot the hopes Hlorses. 

entertained did not fructify. As far as crops are concerned the Owners of pedigree Shire studs have no reason for feelit 

prices realised have, on the whole, been satisfactory, although derzessed about the events of tgog. The year was a very 

on iarms here and there the effect of the incessant rain was good one for them, and it) certainly ppears as t wh oa 

utterly disastrous, and either the corn was not saved at all, or it larger number of farmers than before go in now for breed 
was vot in in such a condition as to render the chance ot and rearing colts for the market. Lhe demand trom el 

obtaining a price for it slender in the extreme. In many seas has been greater than usual, and the feature f th 

districts, however, very good crops indeed were saved, so that year was the keenness shown at the autumn sales; but a 

the returns published by the Board of Agriculture show a start was made in 1go8 when Mr. Kearns and Mr. Richardson 
very fair average. lhe prophets are of opinion that the had a sale at Peterborough. The well-known mares Kuottingles 

price of wheat will go up in the immediate future, for the broad Rose and Knotingley Fuchsia sold, respectively, for tt 

reason that the consuming power of the world 1s increasing at hundred and sixtv guineas and two hundred and eighty guinea 

a greater rate than the producing power. There is still a Harlestone Forest Queen brought three hundred guineas. Th 

great deal of land in Canada to be developed; there are were the property of Mr. Kearns. The best animal sold by 
parts of Russia and India from which additional supplies Mr. Richardson was Normoor Statesman, which fetched thre 
may be expected in the future; and in Mesopotamia hundred and sixty guineas. ‘The next cay the Desford Stud wa 

a oreat new region is being brought under wheat cultiva old, and the highest price obtained was five hundred guineas for 

tion, so that the world’s’ supply may be expected t Destord Future Queen. This purchase was made with the j 

continue growing in volume. ‘To balance this there is an ment which we expect from Tting, as was proved by the fact that 

expanding consumption whi h seems capable of e:gulling the mare was the first champion at the Royal Show at Gioucester. 

the additional produce. Every individual country seems to The interesting event of the year was the e of the famou 
need more wheat now than it did ten years ago. The United Dunsmore Stud, owing to the death of Sir P. A. Muntz, a 

States, especially, partly by the natural increase in the popula- strong supporter of the breed. There were filty-one animal 

tion and partiy owing to the higher standard of living, have brought up tor sale, and they realised an average of just over 

ceased to hold that very high place as an exporting country two hundred pounds, a magnificent result that spoke alike of 

which used to be theirs. But it is not altogether the increase of the value of the stud and the prosperity of the Shire horse 

consumption among white men that Is at the root of the matter. trade, The highest price was given by Lord Middleton foi 
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) ia i] ] ith indand twenty 

! ' d | erton of Lattor is anothe sreat breedet 

Shit death o rred early in the yea Phe 

i ! : i l er | ta re n the histor 

f ! | ! d all pre 1 ult that had been 

it la Parl us it ant pa n re formed before 

‘ ‘ t disappointed, fatton Dray King, 

| ! f »O8, brought three thousand seven 

Patton Irar el n hundred guineas. 

i | twelve hundred guineas, and the other 

| é ndingly well; o that the unparalleled 

f f hundred ind xtv-five pound for the 

ul ld was reached. In the autumn a very 

rtant sale was held by Lady Wantage at Lockinge, where, 

» a large number of foals were included, an average 

f ninety-three pounds was reached. The shows formed a kind 
triumphal proce n for Lord Rothschild, who at the London 

»w won the championship; and the same stud carried off 

it many first At the Royal and at Peterborough the 
il distinguished it f almost as highly. If we add to 

ese Tact the knowledge that the demand from the ( )] rie 

nd foreign countries has been very active during the whole of 

e year ll be een that Shire eeding ts at present a 

Bl : 

SNOIV ON 

ucrative Dusit . which may be confidently recommended to 

the farmer who is doubtful about the wisdom of grazing sheep 
in these tite 

The ‘Sutfolk horse in tgog shared in the prosperity 

of the Shire. lhe show euSOn WAS espe ially successlul, 

Mr. Arthur T. Pratt and Mr. Kenneth M. Clark distinguishing 
themselves in the first meeting of the season and maintaining their 

reputations throughout. [he annual sale was extremely successful, 

and the export trade was heavier than last year. Clydesdales, 

too, came in for their share of good fortune. “One of the events 

of the year was the death of that popular judge, Mr. Walter 

S. Clark. Several owners also passed away. The most impor- 
tant sale was that of Mr. Clark’s stock, when a_ three 
year old stallion, Laird o’ Erskine, made five hundred and 
eventy-five guineas. At the Glasgow February show Mr. 

james Kilpatrick was first with his Perfect Motion. Several 

very promising colts and fillies were brought out during the 

subsequent meetings. ’ 

CATTLE. 
Shorthorn-breeders have no reason to be dissatisfied with 

the past year, although it was not one of the most. brilliant 

they have experienced. here has been a falling off in the 

LIFE, | Jan. Ist, 1910. 

cemand from the Argentine, and exportation generally has 

large as usual. On the other hand, the breeders 
results of the sales 

not been as 

have increased in number, and the 

show that this favourite breed of cattle is in great demand. 

At the February show at Perth three hundred and _ sixty-five 
animals were sold, and brought the respec table average of 

thirty-eight pounds fifteen shillings and eightpence; the highest 

price was five hundred and fifty guineas. At birmingham, five 

hundred and one shorthorns realised an averave ol forty-four 

pounds seventeen shillings and elevenpence; the highest figure 
hundred and thirty guineas, paid for Duke of 

Barrington Seventy-Third, which was subsequently sent 

to the Argentine for nine hundred and nine pounds. The 
late Sir Nigel Kingscote’s Gloucester herd was sold early 

was SIX 

in the year and brought an average of forty-six pounds. 

Phe great milking herd of Mr. George Taylor, at Cranford, 

Middlesex, was thinned out at a sale which produced the high 

average of sixty pounds. At the dispersal of Messrs. Denny’s 

herd the average was eighty-four pounds two shillings, the 

highest attained by a herd during the season. ‘The best price 
was given by Sir Walpole Greenwell for Pride of Sittyton, which 

brought six hundred guineas. Chiddingstone Diamond was 
sold for three hundred guineas, and afterwards was sent to the 

a om ” 

. OR MR. 

. 

THE FARM. 

Argentine for nine hundred pounds. 
shows were extremely satisfactory in point of numbers, there being 
no fewer than four hundred and sixteen entries at the Gloucester 
meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society. Herefords had a good 
year. The export trade was better than usual, and the classes 

at the shows were very well filled. The sales, too, were good. 

hose especially under the auspices of the Hereford Herd 
Book Society brought together many bidders. At the April 
sale eighty-four bulls were sold for two thousand five hundred 
and thirty pounds, or an average of thirty pounds two 
shillings each. This is all the more remarkable owing to 
the fact that the bulk of the animals were yearlings. 
reports are to hand of Devons, Sussex and Kedpollis. 
had a very prosperous year, both the home and the export sales 
being above the average. At the annual birmingham Show and 
sale the average for thirty-five lots was fourteen pounds eighteen 
shillings and eightpence. Early in August at Blythwood, 
Stanstead, Essex, Lord Blyth sold his fine herd, and thirty-three 
head averaged twenty-one pounds three shillings and two- 

pence. Dr. Watney had a small sale at Buckholt, tor which he 
received very satisfactory prices. But the great feature in the 
history of the Jerseys is the continued progress they make in 

Good 

Jerseys 

The entries at the various 

a 
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est iblishing them- 

selves as the 

initter COWS ot 

Great Britain. In 
this respect they 

thoroughly held 

their own during 

the year 1909. A 

word must be said 

about the Aber- 

deen-Angus, 

which, after having 
gone through a 
period of low 

prices, has been 
steadily coming 
to the tront for 

some time past. 

\t the Perth 

sale two hundred 

and fifty-four bulls 
averaged thirty- 
three pounds 

eleven — shillings 

ind one penny, 
and the top price A 

was two hundred 

guineas. At the various shows the breed was well represented, 
and the Aberdeen-Angus appears to be in a fair way of getting 

itself established as the great beef breed of the British farmer. 

SHEEP. 

Yetaen Efeene|'? 

Generally speaking sheep had a bad time in 1go09, and from 
many farms comes the same story of purchases made in the 

early part of the season and sales having to take place at a loss 

later on. 
ordinary farmer. Southdowns had not a good season; they 
were affected by the fall in the price of mutton. But that 
the business of breeding has been carried on with activity is 
proved by the fine animals sent to the various shows. At the 

Royal Agricultural Society’s Shew at Gloucester, Mr. C. KR. 
W. Adeane scored brilliantly, winning the gold medal as_ well 
as many firsts. The Duke of Richmond and Gorden, Sit 
Julius Wernher, Mr. MecCalmont and Sir J]. Colman also 
produced some splendid Southdowns. Hampshire (owns 
had a good lambing season, but also suffered to some extent 

from the low price of mutton. Messrs. Harris and Son, 
Winchester, consider that the season was a_ disappointing 

This aflected the pedigree breeder as well as the 

COUNTRY LIKE. .) 

One t th trade 

hor store crep 

was dull and 

dragging, and 

prices ruled con 

siderably below 

what they were 

last year. lor 

Oxford Downs 

there has been a 

wood « xport trade, 

and this breed has 

done better than 

some of the others 

In Shropshire: 

complaint is made 

of the small 

demand, but the 

export trade has 

kept up fairly 
well. Suffolks 
are well reported 

on, ind SO are 

Leicesters and 

Lincolns. Speak 

WELL-REGULATED FAMI/LY. ing generally, 
however, it is im 

possible to say that the past was a remarkably good sheep year. 

Tue Prospect. 
On the whole, we believe that farmers may look 

forward with cheertulness to the comine davs. The past 

year may not .have been an altogether prosperous one, and 
vet agriculture has done fairly well. We know — that, 

despite the feariul weather, a fair percentage of the cereal 

crops were harvested in good condition, Phe comparison to 
make is one between the wet year 157g and the wet year 

igog. The suffering caused by the latter is not comparable 

to that which resulted trom the former, and, for reasons 
we have already given, things are bound togo on improving now. 

Ihe livestock retrospect is s also encouraging if looked at in the 

Phe check to sheep-breeding does not look like right way. 

being permanent. The demand for good beet has been well 
maintained throughout the year; pigs are the most profitable of 

farmstock just now, and men of enterprise are afforded a capital 

opportunity of making mething out of the present keen 

demand. Consuming power in meat appears to be quite as 

vreat as it is in bread. 

GOING HOME FROM LABOUR. 
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If was a_ harsh, il!- 
tongued man was 

Cesar Cripps, but 
he had a food side to haw, > 

too, and I'll tell you how ‘twas. 
’ 

Cesar, after his wife’s death, lived alone, ’cept for two lads who 

worked on the farm, so there were no women-!olk about. He 
cooked for hisself, and the little washing that was done his grand- 
daughter, ‘Lizabeth, did once every fortnight. When she comed 
to see the old man Cwsar weren’t over-grateful to her, but he 
kinder tolerated her coming. She often used to tell him how 
“twas foolish of him to let the tramps sleep in his barn—the barn 
as lies along the roadway. 

‘‘For sure, grandad,” she'd say, “you'll live to regret it 
when you and the beasties are burnt in your beds.” 

“T shouldn’t be alive to care if I was burnt,” Caesar he'd 
say with a sort of snarl. ‘ You're talking nonsense, ’Lizabeth, 
‘cos the beasties don’t sleep in beds.” 

Nothing would make Ceasar refuse a vagrant lodging in that 
barn. It didn’t matter ow bad they looked; he’d always say: 

**Go in if you likes, "tis open to you. Don't use fire there, 
and don’t steal my hens.” And they never did. 

There was one old tramp woman, Polly Smith, as lived 

there weeks at a ume; she often ’ad her son along with her. He 
‘ad been a soldier, but he’d done something disgraceful and ’ad 

been turned out. 

Polly, she was a rum ‘un to look at--nearly bent double, 

with a face wrinkled and seamed in kinder furrows. She'd long 

grey hair as blew about anyways, and she always wore, summet 
and winter, a calico sun-bonnet as someone ‘ad given er. Ag 

to ’er clo’s, they was rags, just put on one top of t’other. 
Now, Casar used to give her milk every morning, and sorter 

shut his eyes if he see’d the sparkle of Polly’s pipe in the barn. 
mS? 

Curious, weren't it, anyone so cross-grained should be sort ol 

soft one side ! 

One day in winter, when ’twas very cold, two little childer 

came to Cwsar’s door and asked him if they and mother could 
lie the night in the barn. 

“ Where be mother?” Cesar asked ’em. 

“She be out in the lane, sir,” said the boy. “She be ill, 
and don’t want to walk no further to-night.” 

“All right,” said Caesar. ‘* You can all sleep in there for 
to-night, and I'll give you some milk in the morning.” 

Cwsar ‘as told me they was nice spoken childer, and that 

he s’posed the boy, who was the biggest, was about seven. 
In the morning, sure enough, the boy comed for the milk, 

aud said: “ Please, sir, we’s four now; ’cos a baby ’as come to 

the barn, and is a-lying along with mother.” 
This put Cassar out a bit, ’cos he didn’t know what he could 

do for the poor crethur, and he weren't likely to ask ‘elp of a 
neighbour. He gave the boy some milk and some scraps, and 

was a-thinking what he'd better do turther when he see’d old 
Polly coming down the road. He went to the gate and he said to 

her: 
“Mrs. Smith, your lodging is occupied and you'd better see 

if you can help a woman there as needs it.” 

But Polly, she was very angry and used fearful language, 
said ’as how she'd never near the barn, twas ‘ers betore 
anybody's, and she'd be blest if she’d go. 

: Cewsal just took old of ’er and shook ’er. “You go in 

and doves what I says . . . orelse . . .” And I ’spects 
Cesar looked pretty fierce, for Polly she went, and afore night 
comed, they were all close together, Polly, the woman, the 

baby, the boy and the girl. 
“All the same, Polly wasn’t best pleased, and she made a 

plan to get rid of them others out of that barn. She went 

the following morning, to the laly’s ‘ouse up on the ‘ill and 

told a dreadful story of the poor woman and the baby in the 
barn and her being very ill. The lady was awful shocked at 

o LO 

that and went down to the barn and 

told the poor tramp woman as ‘ow 

she’d ‘ave her moved to the infu 

mary in another day's time and she 

gave her food and drink and clo’s 

for the baby. Now, going to the infirmary is just the thing ol 

all others tramps can't abide, and as soon as the lady ‘ad gone 

to try and find Caesar, who all along was a-hiding from her, the 
woman she says to ‘er little boy 

* Jacky, you ain’t affeared to walk to Highwayman’s ‘Kath, 
near Croboio’, be you? ’Cos father he’s there waiting for me. 
You cuts and runs there, "tis but five miles, and tell him to 

une along with the barrow for me, Sue and the new ‘un.”’ 

Jacky he was afeared of nothin’ and off he goes. Polly she 

heard all this a going on, and kinder chortled to ‘erself, and wa 

quite peaceable that night again with them in the barn. When 

Casar opened the door early next day, he called for Jacky 

to vive ‘im some bits for breakfast, but Polly she answered 

for them. 

“The lot’s gone,” she shouted from the barn. ‘ A tinker 

fellow comed early with a barrow and they all walked away.” 

“A tinker fellow, did you say?” Casar asked. ‘ What 
was he like ?”’ 

“ He was a tall fe ller, as far as I could see,” ud Poll 

“but "twas dark when they went away. I| see’d by the lantern 

he carried he ‘ad a brown beard.” 
Cesar be asked no more questions, but he seemed more 

sulky and silent than ever, after them children and their mother 

’ad been in his barn. Folks were stupid and asked him at 

market whether there’d been any more young ‘uns. visiting 

his barn and sich-like, ’cos Polly having told the lady, the 

news ’ad got about. All this made Casar very angry, asd old 

Polly vot the rough side of "is tongue. He told her he wouldn't 

‘ave her any longer there, and she went off hufled-like. No one 

knows where she slept, but sure enough Polly got took ill soon 

after. and was found by the Bobby lying in a ditch. He took 

‘er to the Union, and they wrote to ‘et bn, who was a-doing a 

bit of work somewheres. He bought some sugar and baccy 

and walked twenty miles to see Polly, which weren't so bad for 

"im, considering what he was, \t the door of the "Ouse the 

porte! Says: “You can't see Polly Smith, ‘cos she died last 

night.” 

his took Pete Smith aback a bit, but he ups and say 

‘That's all bunkum,” he says. “ Polly Smith, she’s my mother, 

and see the remains | will.” 

\fter a lot of talking he got in, and there was his poor old 

mother a-lying dead, quite quiet and ‘appy-like. Pete took on a 

bit when he see’d ‘er, and the nuss was kind to ‘im and sud a 

‘ow “er end was peaceful and sich-like, as they allus says. She 

told him that Polly di in’t like the washin’ she ‘ad to give ’er, 

and ‘ad cried dreadtul for ’er smoke. ‘The poor old girl's clay 

pipe was a-lying beside the bed on a table, and nuss she gaved 

it to Pete with a little Prayer Book as Polly ‘ad ‘ad in her pocket, 
ind what s ve told nuss she ‘ad stolen from the tramp woman 
who ‘ad been in Master Cripps’s barn 

Now this was news to Pete, but he took them both; and a 

few days alter she was buried he went to e Cepsar, and tol 

him all about ’er death. 

“Can vou write heal 7 ne a ked I nm ” €o | in ) \ 

write big.” 

Cwsar told him he weren't no great nd at writing, but a 

Pete wanted was something scratched vet small on t ld 

clay pipe. When Casa he'd done it with knife, Pete uid 

‘“ Master, vou was allus kind to mother. Would you lik 

‘ere book as she'd got ‘old of VV 5 

Casar started fearful w nm ine d the book, ’cos it wa 

me he'd given ‘is wite forty yeat back, and she'd viven it t 

their only son, he who'd me wild when a boy and lett 

anger. 
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\\ { trange story, but after Pete ul gone Casal ‘er to keep from the road, but she’s settling now. Poor old 

he felt he t see that tramp man and childer again Polly she did Cawsar a eood turn really, a-stealing that book, and 

chit : ire they was h rand-children and_ that if you was to go to the paupers’ end of the churchyard you'd see 

' , een the tinker as ‘ad come early in the ‘er pipe a-sticking up on ‘er grave with: 

n (>! t turne it to be, and after a tin ** Polly Smith er pipe 

Cirsa i vith‘) und there they be now. Aged 78” 

\ la tramy I! always be ‘ard on on it. Parson, he just lets it bide. 

y = T ’ D F y a TI 
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NCE, passing through the green aisles of an Algerian And again: 
t. | heard an unexpectedly familiar sound flung ior di limone 

t to the African silence-—the gay chanting of a Limone e agro e non si puol mangiare, 

lu in slornel \ little Arab shepherd boy, clad Ma son piu agre le pen amore. 

in ragged brown burnous and white turban, not to Or that touching song of farewell: 
itdone, promptly played a rival air upon his gesban to ; 

a5 ae . : . ‘ ; E va che Dio dia la buona andata, 
immon h traving flocks. And between voice and flute , : 

I. la tornata sia dolce allegrezz., 
there was a strange resemblance; both possessed the haunting 

harm of primitive music. Mysterious, appealing, gay with a One may often hear such songs as these, especially in the days 

P. Le AN ITALIAN FARMYARD. Copyright 

kind of wistful and persuasive tenderness, the lilt of the melody of spring or during the harvest, and in the joyous time of the 
echoed through the forest fastnesses. And he, whose voice had vendemmia or vintage. 

suddenly carried me back to the olive groves and enchanted vine Recently, | could not help contrasting the lot of the Tuscan 

yards, was a Tusean charcoal-burner, one of a party of men who children, playing in fodere and vineyard, singing their gay songs 
come every year to Algeria, where they are permitted to carry on among the growing corn, and that of a little girl I had seen, 

their work trom November until March, when the dry weathet stooping over her pi low as she made lace, in the streets of 

renders it dangerous on account of fire. The same men come Portofino. An elfin child, dark-haired, dark-skinned, with 

year after year, and have earned an excellent reputation for good sombre eyes, she sat there with an air of incredible weariness 
conduct and sobriety among the I'rench proprietors. in company with the women, who chatted as their nimble fingers 

The risfetti and stornélli of Tuscany are justly celebrated ; plied their craft with such swift dexterity. She was apparently 

many of them are extremely beautiful, and the words are nearly unmindful of the delicious scene around her. It was November, 
always most poetical, whether the singer serenades the beloved, but the sun shone with summer heat; the figs were ripe upon 
and rivals the nightingale in chanting her praises in golden, the trees in the gardens above the town, and already the olives 
balmy evenings of May, or whether he sings of the sadness of were displaying purple, shining balls among the silver green 
parting, the sorrows of disappointed love. Signor Giuseppe leaves. 
figri made a collection of these Canti Toscani many years ago, rhe gay little port, with its rows of shining houses 
when the modern spirit was less abroad in Italy than it is now. beyond the quay, was filled with dazziing sunlight that made 

Many of them are very charming : patterns of moving violet and gold on the white streets and upon 

ior di limone . ‘ the steep flights of crooked stone ste ps that led up to the houses, 

Ire cose son difficili a Jassare, supported by archways, beneath the shade of which the lace- 
Ii giuoco, Vamicizia, e il primo amore. . . makers sat. They all seemed quite indifferent to the advent of 

Oe 
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finger of autumn, and the ripen- 

ing oranges showed _ their 
elobes of gold against the dark 
shining foliage. An old grey 

castle, built on a little promor- 

tory that jutted into the sea, 
was protected from storm and 

wind by the thick groves of 

stone pines that made a group 

of velvet darkness against the 

blue sparkling waters of the 
bay. Southward the long line 
of. amethyst - coloured moun- 

tains stretched like protecting 

arms, until their delicate shapes 
were lost in the mists of the 
Gulf of Spezzia. It was the 

most fairy-like scene imagin- 

able, but the remembrance of 

the weary child lace - make 

spoiled a little for me the de 

licious impression of tranquil- 
lity conveyed by Portofino. 
Industrious and absorbed, 

these people did not sing overt 

their work, as does the happy 
peasant of Tuscany. 

It is interesting at this 

season to remember that the 
presepio, or Crib, which is now 

to be seen at Christmas-time 

in all Catholic churches, was 
of Italian origin, having been 

first instituted by that most 

lovable of all saints, St. Francis 
of Assisi, who obtained per- 
mission of the Pope to make 

1 LAKE-SIDE SCENE Copyright a representation at Greccio of 
the Stable at Bethlehem. Te 

jorestieri, since they can command far higher prices for their lace children particularly the Crib makes always a special appeal, for 
by taking 1 to Genoa or Kapallo. In the woods above the the Gesulino in His Mother's arms is nearer to them than the Man 

town the chestnuts and maples were touched with the flaming of Sorrows, hanging with bleeding, outstretched hands upon the 

« ih 
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t () | f the Eepiphary e group with the Mother 

nd ¢ S | ph and t dori hy verds, 1s turther 

| the Thre Kin \nd 1 Italy th is very 

ul ! t iat least eeve o ich the hang 

» thei | 1 children ¢ » Christma 

i from a ysteri black old 

La | t lo the } ! t ery real personage, 

( ra ( r tl chimne I t t rse, for 

( t I place a aishn Dt ee dl the fire 

( ( it he must be ingry alter his | journey 

J { t iy into the toch ol t good, 

to the La Detana bri ymnly indtuls of charcoal and 

rod. tlhe children have a charming Iintle song whi 

\ t tl r\ nother 

| is ra | 

, ! tail Ma CO i i peria 

| rita S ra | 

denly to Tuscany. One day there may be 

RIS ee i 

snow, a heavy fall that weighs down the slender bamboos almost 
to the earth, threatens to snap the tragile palm fronds, powders 

the olives till they look like insubstantial fairy trees fashioned ol 

ilver and crystal, and smothers the young wheat with a white 

carpet. \nd the next day, perhaps, the icy tramontana will 
repent and ive place to the warmer airs ot the South, and the 

valley wil become a glimmer of young green. ‘The hillsides are 

cattered with fruit blossom thet e red ot the pea h, he snow- 

like bloom of plum and cherry. Everywhere in field and orchard 

the scarlet and purple hue ol the windtlowers are to be seen, 

und the tulips lift their fragile cups, filled, one might think, with 
ome strange ruby wine. Daffodiis hang out golden bells to 

greet the sun, and the airis filled with the perfume of violets. 

Soon the roses, red and gold, * will tapestry the old gray villa 

wall,”” and the irises display their mist of purple, rivalling in hue 

the masses of wistaria that never look o lovely as when it 

hangs i rape-like bunches of perfumed blossoms against the 

rev worn masonry of a Tuscan wall. 

A LAZY MORNING. 

LIMh:. | Jan. Ist, 1910. 

Tuscany is a favoured land, never more beautiful than when 

However 

antiquated its agricultural methods may be (and they have changed 

its very fields are enamelled with flowers in the spring. 

but little since the days when Virgil sang “the joys of field and 
fold’’), they are without doubt the best suited to the needs ot 

the country and to the character of its inhabitant And, indeed, 

how could you venture to supersede them with innovations of 

the unpoetical twentieth century, when you have to deal witha 

people so thoroughly conservative at heart that they would only 

(levery 
change isa disaster)? The mezzerta system is still practi ally 

shake their heads and say: “QOvnt muta una caduta” 

universal in Tuscany, though undoubtedly in these days of 

increased taxation it may not be ere itly to the advantage ol the 

landlord. Much has been written about it, but it will, perhaps, 
not be out of piace to rec ipitulate ome ot its 

teristics. It dates back to the days when the plebeians of Rome 

were first granted the privilege of civil rights. The padrone or 

proprietor of the estate finds the capital, buys the cattle and 
He receives no rent from the contadino, who in 

; salient charac- 

pays the taxes. 

Copyright 

his turn gets no wages, but farms the land, lures labour, if his 
own family be insufficient for the work, and shares equally with 

his master the profits accruing from the produce, the oil, wine, 

Master and servant thus share a common 

interest in the land, and under a wise administration it is 

grain and so forth. 

dificult to imagine a more just system. Certainly it obviates 

the possibility of many modern disturbances, such as_ strikes, 

demands tor higher wages or shorter hours of work, and those 
even greater agrarian evils—the destruction of crops and wanton 

inaiming of cattle. One is forced to wonder whether some such 

' half and half tenure could not have been introduced in 
lreland to mitigate something of that permanent discontent and 
povetty which breed so many regrettable incidents in our 

system olf 

sister-isle. 

In July the waving gold of the cornfields falls before the 

reaper’s sickle, and later the faint hum of the flails threshing the 

grain in the stone-paved courtyard makes a rhythmic murmur in 
the country-side, Fhe winnowing is still done almost entirely 

——— 
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by hand. Surmounting each rick of hay or straw, which are 
always built round a pole placed upright in the centre, a little 
wisp of straw fashioned in the shape of a cross testifies to the 

piety of the Italian contadino. The rough wooden carts, con- 

demned by D.ckens as clumsy, still closely resemble the old 
Roman pattern, and, drawn by the beautiful white oxen with 

their dark soft eyes, take the loads of ripened grapes in big vats 

to the cool cellar-like rooms where the wine is made in a manner 

that has The carts are 

indeed admirably suited to rough roads and to the conveying of 

never changed since the days of Virgil. 

heavy loads up and down the st ep hills, whether they are used 

in agricultural districts, or to transport the huge blocks of marble 
from the quarries of the Carraras. 

ln many districts the vines are trained up maple trees which 

afford them some shelter from the hailstones in those dark 

summer nights when, after days of great heat, “the Apennine 
walks abroad with the storm.” I:lsewhere they may be seen 

trailing ove great stone pergolas that have grown grey and worn 
with the passing of time. In vintage-time the air is filled with the 

odour of fermenting grapes, and this is said to be specially good 
for delicate children, who are brought to the vineyards for the 
purpose of inhaling it and of eating quantities of the fresh fruit. 
Later on, when the vendemmia is a thing of the past, there 

are acorns to be collected in the woods, since these form an 

important item of fodder, and the ripe chestnuts to be gathered, 

for of these the peasants make a kind of flour or polenta which 

is valuable as a food in poorer districts. 

The first olives are usually ripe in December. ‘The fruit 

does not keep, and the gathered berries are imme liately put in a 

CHRISTOPHER’S 
by Lapy 

Two brothers on an open Down 

\re running in the dew, 

Where vale and upland are unknown 

And all the world is new. 

The flowers that are beside the streams 

They cannot fade or die; 

They are of those that grow in dreams 

Beneath a fairy sky. 

And one is there whose form they see, 

WV hose sony they ever foliow, 

liv dewy Down, and thorny lea, 

by bramble-glade, and hollow. 

And still he laughs, as laugh he can, 

\nd still the brothers try 

To catch this little dwartish man, 

A lump above his eye. 

Now they will lose him as he 

And then his 

Deep in the leaves, where ivy clings 

sings, 

form they see, 

Thick on a twisted tree. 

And in their course among the meads 

They find a hollow river; 

Where late the waters swayed the weeds 

Dry rushes scrape and shiver 

Dry rushes shiver, wan and slight, 

Beside the river’s edges 

(Now why should two boys chase a sprite 

Among the withered seedy s? 

Why should they chase a fairy-song ? 

They cannot tell the reason 

In dreams hath no man right or wrong 

Nor is there time or season.) 
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large round stone trough. Within, a great millstone, turned 
by mule or ox, grinds the fruit into a pulp, which is then 

placed in bags fashioned of loosely-woven rushes, several 
of which are put under a press made of wood 
and worked by hand. ‘rom this press the oil soon trickl 
into the great receptacles that are placed beneath it. During 

this first process the finest oil is obtained, but a commonet 

quality is procured when the pu!p is ground and pressed fot 
the second time. 

oil being chiefly used in the manufacture of soap, and by the 

peasants for their lamps. 
Another source of industry is derived from the Iris Fiorentina, 

called by the Italians Giaggiolo, the milky white iris from the 

roots of which is obtained the perfume known as orris-root. It 

is, of course, greatly in demand, for it is probably the basis of all 
perfumes, and in a good year it will bring in asubstantial addition 

Che roots, alter being peeled and 

cent that closely 

together 

The process is again repeated, the resulting 

to the income of the farm. 
exposed to the heat of the sun, give forth a 

resembles that of the violet. 

And it was to this land, fertile and beautiful, that the song 

of the charcoal-burner had transported me, and | saw again the 
mysterious darkness of ilex and cypress grove, and the hills 

“ veiled at their feet,” as Ruskin says, “with a gray cloud of olive 
woods.” Across the serene evening peace the Ave Maria sounded 
its appeal to prayer. Far in the west the Carrara Mountains 

were glowing like strange violet jewels against the rose and gold 

of the sunset, and below in the enchanted valley the grey mists 
flung their delicate scarf of gossamer over the quiet fields and the 

fading scarlet of the river. ISABEL CLARKE. 

DREAM. 
‘TENNANT. 

Now through the ground they see him pass, 

How shall they follow after 

They lie, and listen in the gra 

Only to hear his laughter 

Laughter of one, that hid, and sly, 

Now revels 

With leery look and lump on eye, 

n his cunning. 

He laughs at all their running. 

The dream is fled, the night has gone, 

lime now, to rise for Latin 

‘Is that the bed I lay upon ? 

Is that the chair I sat in? 

Methought I bridged a fairy stream, 

My locks were bright with dew; 

but now it seems | wrought in dream 

\nd only this is true 

That | must up and crack my head, 

In sums and in construing, 

I, that in fairy fields have sped, 

A fairy-song pursuing.” 

He rises, and he cons his book. 

But in his ear is ringing 

Where-ever he may chance to look, 

The sound of something singing. 

Something is singing, murmurously, 

rimming the silence up, 

Soft as the sound of the first bee 

Shut in a crocus cup 

“By bramble glade, and thorny lea, 

by reed, and river-sallow, 

lsy dewy Down, and spindle-tree, 

Up dale and ovel fallow.” 
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GLEMHAM HALL, 
SUFFOLK, 
A SEAT OF 

THE EARL OF GUILFORD. 

HLOUGIT we may very frequently admire, and alway 

espe untry houses of our Palladian architects 

7 we naturally annoyed when they seized upon 

ilerestin example Tt the older hative hool and 

t | them ina garb which did not fit them and thus 

| une itsell contorted. It is not, therefore, the exterior aspect 

Glemham which gives us pleasure. It is not admirable in 

itself, and is regrettable for what it replace But once the 

door p ’ d the attention is arrested, for the dignified, if 

T ipartny of Queen Anne type are the apt and worthy 

receptact 0 in infinite number of remarkable furnishing ind 

decorative byects belonging to the same perl md, retaining thei 

riginal aspect and condition and possessing historical association, 

Kevret tor the Gile 

enypoyinent Of the 

first bye uid cob the 

Gilembhianm parishe 

ell-tiumbered lane 

, Great and Little, lie in the 

is 

( 

( 

nham of the Glemhams i brushed aside by 

slemham of the Norths. Yet a word must 

lier Owners and of then 

t beast Suffolk, and at 

period Little Glemham was held by a family 

place. The family prospered under the urname from the 

Pudors, and branch d off to the neighbouring 

home. lhe two 

undulating ind 

ome fairly early 

that had taken 

wor of Benhall, 

——sas _- . = = 

which was the property of Edward Glemham, one of those 

sturdy adventurers, of whom Drake and Raleigh were the 

chief, whose naval expeditions were too often of a mere 
buccaneering kind. ln 1581 appeared a little eight-leaved, 

black - letter pamphlet entitled “The Hlonorable Actions of 
that most famous and valiant Englishman Edward Glemham 

Esquire latelie obtained against the Spaniards and the 
Iloly Leauge in four sundrie fightes.” These fights may 
have brought him honour, but no riches, for whereas he 
began by being a man of substance, “ feasting his friends and 

relieving the poor plentifully,” he ended by having to sell 
Benhall. His neighbour and cousin at Little Glemham was 
more successtul, for he married a daughter of Thomas Sackville, 
Earl ot Dorset and Lord High Treasurer, and that may be a reason 
why the picture of the Glemham I[lall of his day rather reminds us 
of Knole or Buckhurst on a small scale. It hangs in the present 
house and has the appearance of a most finished specimen of the 
elizabethan age, for its gatehouse, pavilions and enclosing walls 

vive it much distinction. Sir Henry Glembham, the probable 

builder of this delightful sample of our [Early Renaissance style, 
! had two sons, a soldier and a churchman. Sir Thomas, the 

Copyright 
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elder, succeeded to Glemham and was of the many young 
Englishmen who served in the Low Countries in favour 
ot the English Princess and the German Prince whom the 
Catholic reaction had driven from their Rhine dominions. Later 
on he fought for her brother, his own King, on native soil. He 
was in command at York, and when that city capitulated, in 
1644, he held Carlisle, and held it to the bitter end, for Lloyd, in 

his ** Memoirs of Excellent Personages,”’ assures us that “ he 

was the first man that taught soldiers to eat cats and dogs.” 

a i oe 

owe we a 
"we we ww 

>. 
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Forced by hunger to surrender in 1645, he went out with the 
honours of war, joined the King in South Wales and then took 
command at Oxford. <As he strengthened and provisioned it, 

he was annoyed when he was ordered to give it up to the enemy 

before the Carl 

in Scotland in 1648, but soon after that he must have died, for his 
brother Henry, Bishop of St. Asaph, proved his will in 1650. 
Clarendon describes him as “a gentleman of noble extraction anda 

sle experiences were repe ited. He was hehting 

fair but impaired fortune,” and soGlemham, like Benhall, had to go. 

COUNTRY 
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Sir Thomas's only son was a captain of Dragoons, and died in Spain 
in one of the campaigns ol Queen Anne’s re ign, some tim a ter 

he had sold Glemham. Recent writers on the subject say that 
Glemham became the country seat of Sir Dudley North, a 
Levant merchant, and third son of the fourth Lord North. Th 
* Dictionary of National Biography ” tells you that here “ he had 

purchased an estate, and spent large sums in rebuilding the 

house,” and Mr. Macquoid, in his “ History of Furniture,” 

describing the magnificent State bed, s » well illu trated, avs: 

‘COUNTRY LIFE 

“This was made in the reign of Charles Il. for Sir Dudley 

North and is still at Glembam Hall, where he lived.” Mor 

over, he places the bed “ ibout the date 1670.” but in tha 

year, and for ten years before it and ten years after it, Dudiey 
North was a young factor and then a merchant residing in the 

least principally at Constantinople—and had neither the opp 

tunity nor the means to order such ‘ tuous piece of turniture 

to be made for him and to invite ku lee pin it. Asam 

of forty, having made some money and establisli 1 him 
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fairly prosperous Turkey merchant, he thought be was in a 
position to come home. But he never had any place in the 
country of any sort or kind. When he returned to England in 
1680 his elder brother was Chief Justice, and to his town house 
he came on landing in the early morning before his lordship was 

out of bed. The weird apparition, with long “ mustachios ” and 
in strange out-of-the-way clothes, was stared at by the old family 

servant who received him. But when he called ber by het 

name ‘she knew that it was her Master Dudley, and flew 

ay se 
oe 

yopyrignt IN THE STATE 

upstairs to tell the news, as if she had been a girl of sixteen,” 
Vailor and barber soon converted him back into an Englishman, 
and he took a house in Dasinghall Street ‘‘ with a coach gate 
into the yard” und settled down to business. Irom. this, 

however, there soon arose two causes of distraction—politics and 
matrimony. The merchant had come home a firm believer in the 
existence of Popish plots and in the integrity of Titus Oates. His 

brother, the Tory lawyer, who reached the Wooisack in 1682, 
soon disabused him, and when [London lost its charter the next 
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year, and the magistracy was remodelled, he consented to serve 
as a nominated sheriff, and was knighted. It was a risky job, 

and Sir Dudley was of those who five years later had to appear 

before the House of Commons when William of Orange displaced 

his father-in-law, and the Whigs were again in the ascendant. 
Mr. Sheriff had to keep open house—-whicli he did by renting a 
City Company’s Hall and keeping his entertainments there. 

Phat he was not reckoned a rich man at this time appears trom 

Lord Keeper Guilford giving him one thousand pounds toward 

BED-CHAMBER. COUNTRY LIFE 

his expenses, and from the difficulty he had in getting the 

parental consent for his mateh ith Lady Gun . She was 

a rich young widow, and the daughter of Sir Robert Cann, 
! 

wealthy Bristol citizen. Without his consent le would 

marry, and he would not give it unless the suitor would 4 

large landed property. Wuen he could not mo Dudley Nort 

beyond an offer to settle twenty thousand pounds to purchase a 

estate, he wrote to h daughter that she wa yOing to marry 

desperado not worth a groat and one that would certainly 
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GLEMHAM I1N THRE DAYS 

ily a compro was eflected, the marriage 

uwiy acted as hoste at the shrieval feasts. 

é | remained in the ascendant tor some years, 

r from being in danger, became a Commissioner 

! favourit it Court and the occupant of a very 

So Sur Kobert changed his mind, went to stay with 

! eX] toh dadaugiter *“* what a eavenly man she 

rf his house ft importance to us, tor what furniture 

er i it Glemham no doubt came from 

t " é reat house of an ex-Lord Mayor situate 

1 the Go niths’ tlall. “Tle furnished it richly, 

illy we S ipartment of divers rooms in file.”” So 

Lo m and in 1684, we quite probably do come 

( Stn bed, and the plendid Lt ot wecompanying 

thea iftter Sir Dudley’s death reached Glemham. 

t ‘ n the interval it is difficult to say, for th 

‘ tfaiure from being situate “among the gold 

ind ot y trade Thence the “smoke and dust 

the am ane nfounded all hi ood turniture. He hath in 

i lab lto caulk up the windows; and all chimneys 

dl close stopped. bit notwithstanding all that 

be ent it, the dust gathered thick upon every 

tii alo tO Which reason th rooms wel often let 

thout any turniture at all. It really sounds as if in this 

lar spot in t City, the London conditions of to-day were 

t reache n Charles Il. time No doubt this acted as 

eto Sir Dudley to find a country place. His trading 

» tl iccesstul, and as a Commissioner, first of 

and then of th bre iury, h wa well paid SO, 

ELIHU YALE’S 

LIFE 
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ss venture 

I verything, 

and 

though after 16088 he lost office and some of bis busine 

failures, yet he was quite a 
including his broken health, pointed to rura 

“made him think of getting an estate with a 

were rich man. 

retirement, 

commodious seat in 

the country and to employ himself, as he declared he would do, 

the reader thinks he is 

now coming to Glemham he is mistaken. Sir Dudley died land- 

less. “ Although he had viewed divers great estates and offered 

‘reat 

never was accepted; and, within a day o1 

a time was appointed for us to go down and agree for Besthorp 
in Norfolk.” The writer of North, his 

younger brother, ynpanion in 
his later years. from 

the “smoky trades,” which Su 

Peter Lely had inhabited in the C Garden Piazza 

that he died in 1691. The last summers of his life, having 
no country place of his own, he had spent at Wroxton Abbey 
in’ Oxfordshire. ne of the Si! 

that successful acquirer of the property of the monisteries for 

vith 

Guilford when 

: succeeded him 

1685. His brothers, Dudley and Roger, then 

by ploughing and sowing amain.” If 

prices, as twenty-four and twenty-five years’ purchase, he 
after he fell sick, two 

this statement 1s Roget 

his 

Sit 
biographer, his constant « 
Dudley 

and it 

certainly moved away 

Was in the hous 

oveut 

estates ol Phomas Pope, 

whose dissolution he had been a Commissioner, it had gone 
Francis North, who became Lord 

he mounted the Woolsack, wherein Judge Jetlreys 

at his death in 

became guardians to his young son and trustees of the property. 

ress to ath h ; 

\s the lad was sent abroad tor some years before he reached his 

majority, his uncles used his seat during the hot weather. In 
the autumn of 1691 they stayed there till late. Then Su 

Dudley and his wife went to London via Bristol to see her 

TAPESTRY. ‘COUNTRY LIFE,” 
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lations, but I nt to Norfolk, where he owned Rougham wall at the back was also removed, so that a great archway 

‘ nted t est pon his brother's account. When connects the hall with the staircase. The latter is a good 

found that brother very il and a few example of its date. Dudiey North came ot age in 1705, but 

Nowhere in tl biography do we find whether he thereupon set to work at Glemham or whether he 

wert PGs ept once hen we lhe ul of h vidow elayed doing so till 1722, which 1s the date on the rain-water- 

century and so * having the happine eads, is uncertain. Ihe twisted balusters, the Corinthian 

t n 1) y married and settled in prospe rity columns of the newels and the inlay of the string and treads 

ut Gs 2 Yet. in tl note ulded to Roger which the staircase disp ivs, will answer for the time of George I. 

n for w h Dr. Je p is responsible, is well as for that of Queen \nne. Much of the furniture, 

‘Sir Dudl ud rebuilt: the mansion at iowever, is undoubtedly of the earlier reign. It is, indeed, in 

ty edit » append su a note toa Queen A pieces that the Glemham collection is richest. OF 

decla “Ile had a great inclina Sir Dudlev’s furniture there is little beyond the magnificent 

for himself. . oo. .) But hen r wa State bedroom suite. Phe illustration of the apartment, which 

t r iry to tet mi into the rl " re y contal the bed, shows the walls hung with excepuonally 

that exer fine Mortlake tapestries. Other pieces of the same series are on 

| vho was born in 1684, must therefore be the staircase, and they are the exact fellows to the much-prized 

ittributed { I nation of th ld yne of the Glemhams, et at St. James’s Palace. Only two ot the suite of armchairs 

which match the bed are with it, the 

ther four being in a drawing-room. 
They retain their coverings of crimson 
velvet, edged with tawny and brown 
tasselled fringe, with which also the bed 

is upholstered. Their scrolled arms 

and legs, and the stretcher’ with 

trumpeting amorini, are gilt, but a 
faint floral patterning in red and blue 

is painted on the flat surfaces. As an 
exceptionally fine and perfectly pre- 
served set of gilt chairs of ¢ harles I1.’s 

time they are hard to match. A 

plainer set, again composed of six arm- 

chairs, and of very iittle, if any, later 
date, is in the hall. They were 

painted black and decorated with gilt 
floral jacquer. Their present covering 
is quit2 appropriate but not original. 

They are, therefore, less perfect than 
a rather later suite of furniture of 

which the settee is also in the hall and 
appears in the front of the picture. 
hese are of walnut, with back and seat 

upholstered in Mortlake tapestry re- 
presenting masses of flower and foliage 
in their proper colours on a subdued 

rose ground, The evs are ¢ ibriole 

shaped of very thin and elegant de 

uns, quite plain except for a shell in 

slightly raised carving on the knee. 
There are no stretchers, and as these 

were not dispensed with until Anne 

had sat some years-on the throne, we 

are probably right in putting this set 

down as a new purchase of the second 

Dudley North soon after he came of 

age and took a wife. lhe same may be 

ov 
If 

said of a very sumptuous set in the 

drawing-rooms, composed of chairs, 

stools and love seats. The chairs 
have been re-covered, but the stools 

and love seats retain their original 
patterned cloth of gold on a= silver 

ground enlivened with lines of coral 
satin. ‘The framework is highly carved 
with acanthus and other foliage motifs 

and has bold cabochons at the knees. 
Other sets of chairs of the same perio: 
and also much other furniture, such as 

consoles and looking-glasses distributed 
Wa? <p through the rooms, make it certain that 

the first of the Norths to own Glem- 
ham not only altered the fabric and 

Copyright THE OLD GABLES. “COUNTRY LIFC.” fitments of the house, but gave large 

orders for the fine furniture that was 
the bringing there of h's father’s finest furniture and the addition being made in his day. The drawing-rooms which occupy 

f much equally fine but of later date. The illustrations show the garden front of the house, lying to the right of the hail 
that at tl ba of the house little alteration was made to and staircase, are full of it, while in the dining-room, to 
the old hall beyond replacing the more important muilioned the left of the hall, will be found most of the set covered 

ndows with sashes. ‘Those in the attics remained unchanged with the Mortlake tapestry. Above the hall is a_ saloon, 
on this elevation and so did the gables above them. But the known as the old dining-room, which has not of late years 
main entrance front was given a tull Palladian flavour, and a been used, but from its ceiling depends one of the gilt 
very dull attic storey was raised up in brickwork entirely to hide wooden chandeliers of which the tine specimens then at 
the roof. The porch and bays were removed and long lines of Hlolme Lacy were illustrated in Counrry Lire last summer. 
ash windows inserted \ single feature of the Elizabethan It is most regrettable that the past, and not the present 

elevation was curiously enough retained, and that is the lowe tense, must now begin to be used in describing the presence 
ection of the pair of stone pilasters which had been and position of the fine originai furniture both at Holme 
placed betwee the mullioned windows and had been Lacy and at Glemham. Holme Lacy has changed hands, 
balanced by similar ones at the porch corners. Inside, the and with the recent death of the Dowager Lady North 
Ider ball was retained, but the screen was replaced by fou the house and furniture at Glemham have ceased to be in 

fluted Corinthia imns and the walls wainscoted with the the same ownership. The illustrations we offer have there. 
arge panels then it ue, and painted white. A portion of the fore the peculiar interest of still representing the appearance ol 
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the rooms as they 

were in her life- 

time, aithough the 

photographs were 
taken after her de- 

cease. They 

son-in-law, Dudley 

North, no doubt 
profited. His wile 

was the elder 

daughter and co 

heir of the rich 

show certain ex-Governor, a 
objects whi h were portrait of whom 

not purchases of 

Mr. Dudley North 
when he was busy 

furnishing, but 

which came to 
him through his 

wife. In writing 
recently of Erddig 
inention was made 

of an Oriental 
screen wiich 

came there 

through Elihu 

Yale. Between 
him and the lIrd- 

dig family there 

has long been one 

ot the Glemham 

possessions to 

which Americat 

have turned a 

longing eye. but 
there is much else 

also connected 

with him, Lhe 

splendid Chine 

screeus in the hall 

were his property, 

and Oo Wa a hine 

lacquer cabinet 

placed in a draw 

iIng-room ona gilt 

was the tie of stand, which pro 

vicinage, but be- claims the touch 

tween him and of William Went. 

the Norths of It is, therefore, 

Glemham there 

was the tie ol 

blood. Hie was 

born in the United 

likely to have 

been made for Mr. 

Dudley North, 

; .s alter bis tather-in 

States, and hence baw death in 

his connection Copyright ELIHU VALE’S SUNDIAL. “COUNTRY LIFE i621. rom Elihu 

with that country Yale also came the 

and his later endowment of a University. Dut when he was four curious tapestries which are illustrated. They were made in 
years old his parents returned to [england and were often in their London, and have borders of European type. But the body 

native Denbighshire, where they and their son after them had a of them is occupied by a strange congeries of little islands on 

home within the Erddig domain. [entering the service of th which Orientals disport themselves on foot and on horseback. 
East India Company, Elihu Yale was one of the many Governors Yale had a fondness tor sundials. Both at Erddig and at 

of Madras who got into trouble because of their private trading, Glemham are examples bearing his arms, that at Glemham 

but had amassed thereby ample wealth be‘ore their recall. being of the not uncommon type of a leaden black boy 
He lived well and was lavish of his gilts, whereby his supporting the dial on his head. lwo other lead statues of 

Copyright. PRINCE EUGENE. “CL.” Copyright 777k DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH. — “Cx. 
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itha lity \ 1 tra | intil the other 

i vc f yea the yra plat | front of 

(y i llall | V ( it othe Duk ol Marlborou 

| | ‘ | ut Ww ld po ns not ot the 

N ) ind relatives, the Sheppard \ 

5 wd bought the Jacobean hou f Campsey Ash in 
Co \ later John Sheppard icceeding to 

) iltered and added much in the taste of hi 

ind, n it, used the lead hgures for his gardens. They 

ni to Gilemham after the ile of the Campsey Ash 

| ( rn en wo: but Glemham has lony posse ssed 

t ft its owner such the portrait of a still 

iter | » Sheppard in the dining-room. tle was a sportsman, 

ind is pa | by Romney in jack-boot Lut it being after 

ure ck ed to wi him a more polite appearance, his leg 

e re-don nm st nes and shor by a local artist, who 

unted the i wron ngle. <All the family had t 

uN ( t nit and it may be yet another John 
sheppara ppea with a tavourite dog Phe tory goes 

al ae rides nself as a marksman, and betted he could 

% 

IN THE 4 

s FOR Co KRT-PLANTI 

lil t! ometinne arise as to the most suitabl 

ibs f vert-planting, and those that are not expen 

ive With this in view, attention is directed in the 

not to variou hrubs which are adapted for the 

purpose. In some positions, shrubs with highly 

coloured stems or bright” berri may be ellective, while in 

ther instances evergreen plants are most desirable. When 

cover has to be formed in woods, the yuestion ol hade has to be 

considered, for me shrubs which thrive well in the open are 

poor and weedy in other positions. As an evergreen for thin wood 
Khododendron ponticum ts excellent, while it also thrives well in 

the open Whether in winter or summer the foliage is effective, 

vhile at flowering-time it make In many woods 

naturalises freely and seedlings appear in thousands Rabbits 

rely trouble it fact, it is often described as rabbit-proof 

Perhaps the only objection that can be urged against it is that it 

a fine display. 

rows into such an intricate mass that in time it becomes pra 
tically impenetrable. Berberis Aquifolium is almost, if not quite, 

equal to it in value as an under-shrub, while it is less vigorous 
ud can be planted where the Rhododendron would be out of 

place. Gaultheria Shallon also grows well in thin woods, and 

may be met with growing to any height from: one and a-half 

feet to four feet. It is distinct from anything else, while it 

flowers freely in late spring. The Butcher's Broom (Ruscus 

wculeatus) may be used where a comparatively dwarf, upright 

hrub is desired, while Ilypericum calycinum (the Rose of 

Sharon) forms a dense carpet nine inches to a foot high and 

flourishes in partial shade. The dwarf Bamboo, Arundinaria 
pygmiva, may be planted with effect in damp places, while 

\. Kumassasa, or Bambusa palmata as it is tre juently called, 

preads rapidly and ts useful for planting near the water-side. 
Good clumps or isolated specimens in the woodland may be 

formed by the common Laurel, which ougit to be allowed to 

row unrestrained, The Hlolly can be made use of in a similat 

way, as also the Box lor evergreen cover in more open 

ground all the above may be used, while there are other things, such 

is the Gorse, single and double forms: Berberis stenophylla ; 

Juniperus Sabina; the Gum Cistus, Cistus laurifolius, and one 

or two of the hardier of the dwarf-growing Cistuses, such as 
C. recognitus and C, monspeliensis. Some of the brighter of the 

Khododendrons may be included for conspicuous places, while 
Pinus montana ts exceilent for large mass« 

lurnin to deciduous shrubs, one of the be st of these tor 

woadland Symphoricarpus racemosus, commonly called 

Snowberry. Phi preads rapidly and soon forms a large 
mia Kosa rubrifoha is another shrub worthy of considera 
tion, its purpl foliage being conspicuous during summer. 
Hlipericum indrosemum and elatum are strong - growing 
kinds that may be profitably grown, while Spirawas Menziesi, 

icitlolia may be depended upon to make dense 
cover. in open ground, in conspicuous places, various coloured- 

temmed shrubs may be introuuced judiciously. 

or 

The yellow 

and red stemmed Willows can be used in groups about the 

margins of water; and the beautiful Salix daphnoides, which 
as stems covered with a glaucous bloom, is also desirable. In 

er directions the Dogwoods may be brought in, Cornus alba, 
C. stolonifera and C,. Baileyii being three of the brightest coloured. 

Che Spitraas previously mentioned may also be used for colouw 

Levcesteria 

formosa furnishes a change because of its bright green bark; 

eflect, for the stems are of a bright brown shade. 

while several of the brooms are useful for the same reason. 

berry bearing shrub al numerous ; those suited to our 

purpose are Cotoneaster Simonsu, Hippophaé rhanimoides (Sea 

| Jan. Ist, L9IO. 

kill a hundred partridges in the day. Lvening ime and 

no more than ninety-nine could be counted, but just as he 

was confessing that he had lost his wager, up came his dog 

vith the hundredth bird in his mouth. A long volume might, 

indeed ought, to have been written of Glemham and _ tts 

contents, and of the innumerable incidents and personages 

with which they were connected. lor any more lengthy account 

this is not the fitting place, and a brief summary of the late 
devolution of the estate must suffice. Sir Dudley’s male line 

expired with his grandson in 1764. He and his elder siste! 

married children of the eighth Earl of Pembroke, and it was 
the Hon. Mrs. Herbert who followed him in possession ol 
Glemham. She outlived her children, and when she died in 

178g left the piace to her younger sister’s son, Mr. Dudley Long. 
He died childless in 1829. After that Glemham reverted to the 

Norths, and is the property of the eighth iarl of Guilford. lor 

long it was the home of his grandmother, the Dowager Lady 
North, who resided there with her younger son, Mr. Eden 
Dickson, and it is to him that most of its choice treasures have 

descen le l. i ¥ 

GARDEN. 
Buckthorn), Rosa rugosa, Viburnum lantana, V. Opulus, Euony 
mus europwus and Rhamnus cathartica. Other shrubs, of course, 
could be tried; but those mentioned will be found, for the most 

part, to be inexpensive and easily grown. The Privets make 
very good undergrowth in woods, but are olf less general 
interest than the plants mentioned. LD. 

Punk TlAkpyY PRICKLY PKARS 

PilOSk who appreciate unusual teatures in the outdoor garden should 

grow those members of the Prickly Pear or Indian Fig family (Opuntia) 

which are practically hardy in this country Being of a very succulent 

nature, they delight in a sunny position, and if a very hot site, where nothing 

else can be induced to grow, is available, the Opuntias will be likely to do well 

there. At Kew they are grown ina recess of the Palm [louse which faces south, 

and is, of course, sheltered from the north and east winds In addition to 

this, there is always a little warmth from the wall of the house, and under 

these conditions the plants seem quite happy. In all except the warmest 

localities, however, it wili be advisable to so construct the bed that a 

glass light can be placed over it during the worst weather in winter, 

a lot of rain, followed quickly by hard frosts, greatly injuring the 

piants Generally speaking, a low, roughly constructed rockery is best, 

is by this means thorough drainage, which is most essential, is secured. 

A suitable soil is composed of good turfy loam two parts, crushed bricks and 

sand one part each, the whole to be used in a moderately rough condition, 

Planting is best done n spring, as the plants then have an opportunity of 

becoming established by the following winter; but the preparation of the 

bed may be attended to now, The following are a few that should do 

well under the conditions described above: Opuntia camanchica albispina, 

Oo Engelmann, the Indian Fig, O. Ficus-indica, O. missouriensis 

and varieties, O. Rafinesquii and its variety O. KR. arkansana, and 

4), pachyclada rosea, H 

rue Houry 

There are few gordens which Holly es not help to brighten during 

winter The bright red berries ripen early, usually in September and 

October, and it is not uncommon, especially when a mild winter occurs, to 

find them hanging on the trees in March, and during the whole of the time 

they have been responsible for a fine display. The colour is the brightest, 

of course, in country places, where the atmosphere is not heavily charged 

with smoke; but the Holly is not at all a bad plant for town gardens he 

common kind is the most conspicuous, and really the most appropriate for 

planting in the woo lan : but there are m ny sorts to chovuse trom tor garden 

wiornment. In the case of a tree that has been grown so widely for so long 

i period as the common Ilolly, it is only to be expected that distinct br-aks 

rom the type should occur at one period or another, and such breaks have 

been fairly common, either in the form of sporting branches or seedlings. 

These breaks were taken advantage of by those concerned in commercial horti- 

culiure, especially about the « nd of the eighteenth century, with the result that 

we have had handed down a large number of g en varieties, which exhibit all 

sorts of peculiarities of form, habit and col uring. These varieties were added to 

last century, with the result that there are now about a hundred sorts to select 

from. Many ot these, however, are more strange than beautiful, and cannot 

be recommended for cultivation except in places where full collections of 

trees are desired When selecting Hollies for planting, the buyer requires 

to give consideration to the fact that some kinds never bear frait; that ts, 

bear male flowers only and others female. Occisionally male certain trees 

and female flowers may be found on the same tree, but it is a rare occurrenc 

Those who wish tor a select ozen ruiling vari les ol the common 

Holly (Ilex Aquifolium) cannot do better than choose the following: 

I. A. camellizefolia, a handsome shrub of pyramidal outline, with large dark- 

coloured leaves, armed with very few spines. I. A. ciliata mijor—this is 

also a vreen-leaved sort which has the margins edged with fine 

teeth, I. A. integrifolia is dis'inguished by many of its leaves being 

quite spineles-. Unfortunately a form of this is grown’ which 

bears male flowers only. It is indistinguishable except when in flower. 

I. A. Marnocki is a large-leaved form, I. A. pendula is distinguished from 

the type by its weeping Lranches and I. A. tructu-luteo by its golden fruits. 

Variegated-leaved varieties may be had in argentea marginata, argentea 

marginata pendula and argentea medio-picta, Ilandsworth Silver with silver 

re 
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variegated leaves, and aurea marginata and aurea medio-picta with golden 

variegated foliage Uselul male-flowered varieties will be found in Silver 

(Queen, Golden Queen, donningtonensis, ovata and iaurifolia. Among large 

leaved kinds, L. platyphylla fruits very freely, wnile Wilsoni has handsome 

joliage and bright red berries, and nigricans, altaclarensis and Shepherdii 

male flowers. The foliage in each instance is, however, handsome With 

this selection, a garden can be enlivened through the dull days of winter 

and a set of has DALLIMORK, some specimens may be developed, WwW. 

PHe PURPLE AND YELLOW LGOSESTRIFES 

Iwo of the most beautilul of our native plants are known under the 

popular hames mentioned above, a fact that is rather curious, seeing that 

they are by no means related to each other. Atiention is drawn to them 

here because of their suitability for the moist portions of the wild garden, and 

HEAD-HUXTING : A WEST COUNTRY HOBSY: 
LP TING with my Head 

B ) rk beside me, | 

think of the 

pleasure its 

great 
vradual 

compilation has given 

in my family circle since the day, 
less than three years ago, when 
the following remark was made 
tome: 

~~ 

2. 

4, 

“This is going to be my 
next hobby ; what do you think 
of these?” To speak the truth, 

| was not greatly enamoured 
of the three or four rather odd- 

looking pieces of brass, and 

when first I lighted upon an 
uncommon specimen, ' sent 

it to my collecting acquaint- 
ance. This first 

GROUP 

Keading trom left to right; Unknown, Pridd 

(it 

transaction 

cost me dear—I fel a victim 

in my turn and became an 

Club 

ornaments 

earnest hunter of staff 
taff-heads, or pole- leads, are the 

knobs that complete a staff or pole carried by 
members ol a village club or benefit sox ely , chictly in the West, 

reads, 

more of less 

SOME SCARCH 

Yatton, Mark 

and parti ularly in Somerset and the parishes over the borders 

of the county. 

back as the early purt of the eighteenth century. 

These clubs were in existence, at any rate, as far 
Where a 

village or parish had not one of its own, tt joined with a 

neighbouring parish to form one. 

There is no **Guide” to 

lub staff- heads; the cult ts 
a new one and_ has little 

literature. At least, the 

only literary reference to 
it that I know of is an 

article in the 

April, 1907, by 

Ponsonby - lane. | 

that before Siu 

Ponsonby - lane began 

few people had 
doing so for a 

Connoisseur ot 

Sir Spencer 

believe 

 percet 

collecting, a 
heen quietly 

short time ; but 

article appeared in the Con 

nowsseuy quickened, 

and in a few weeks it became 

quite difficult to secure any put 

the commoner specimens. 

I have not been fortunate 

enough to find a set of rules ol 

any of the clubs, but one ts 

when the 

interest 

AKXAMPLES. 

* Ship” (Stour Valley), Cranmore (Siewards),( ld) Meare, * Wiheatsheas” (GI 

on 

COUNTRY 

SHOWING THE SHEPHERD'S CROOK EMBLEM 

ucestershire), belton (Ste rds’), Un 

sees 
THE GEMS OF THE COLLECTION. 

alutation” (Mangutsfield), “ Ruse and Cro (s 

Lif. - 

particularly for the margins of streams and lakes, and also because from now 

until the middle of March planting can be done with every hope of suc 

During the month of August the Purple Loosestrile (Lythram Salicaria) is one 

of the most brilliant of all our wild flowers, and may usually be tound bes 

the banks of rivers, especially in the South of England, It grows from 

two to four feet high, Phere are two garden varieties of it obtainable, bot 

of which are better than the type, and known respectively as L. 5S. rosea 

and L. S. superba, The first, as its name implies, has bright rose-coloured 

flowers and the latter larger blossoms of rose and purple hue, The Yellow 

Loosestrife (Lysimachia vulgaris) flowers somewhat earlier than the purple 

and usually remains in bloom over a longer period. It grows from two to 

three feet high, and when massed in colonies prodaces a fine effect, the 

flowers being bright canary yellow in colour Il 

; 

George avd Dragon CV interbourse) Crowe ¢, Stapleiall, 1 echure hu \ 

pomds), Watchet, Sherborne, Unkn liwidale, 

preserved at the Paunton Museum. he societies were 

formed for the purpose of helping members and their famili 
during sickness, or for providing against the expenses 
burial. The annual mectings were the occasion of con 

iderable conviviality. 

Phe headquarters 

usually thr 

which a room Was nnpetinn 

et apart. \ president was 

chosen, and other officers, such 

were 

villave inn, wp 

two or more stewards, and a 

doctor or surgeon, 

\ system of | fine and 

» subscriptions kept — the club 

\ rome, 

less ceremony in 

There was more ot 

connection 

with the meetings, 

some ociellies, al the vreat 

h annual meeting or“ Club Walk” 

obliged to 

s-tipped 

bound by 

f. each member wa 

carry the particular bra 

taff which he wa 

the rule to have purcha ‘ 

In others, only the offices 

carried — brass-tipped ta 

which had, as it were, swal 

lowed up all the other rods and 

were extra large and important 

looking in consequence. At the end of the rods” wet 

knobs or emblems in brass, occasionally in painted wood 

iron, or, ino later times, teel, Some of the lubs) still 

exist, although most ol them have been absorbed in the b 

ound well), * even Star * iilachbo ; rds’). 1 1, *Wahitel 

(lambrook, * tewards'), Unkno 
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ocieti uch as t Oddfellows and = Tl orestet or they 

have succumbed to the competition of the Prudential ot 

other insurance offices. Old Age Pensions will give them a 
shrewd blow, and soon all will be gone. Club Day was, and is 
still in many villages, one of the chief secular festivals of the 

year: and in Somerset and the Western Counties it was usually 

held on Oak Apple Day (May 2gth), the anniversary of the day 

on which King Charles lay concealed in the oak tree. 
Many a widow or daughter or son throughout Somerset, 

on each uc 

ceeding May 29th 

after the death olf 

the head of the 

tamily, must have 

tak adown trom 

il piace by the 

chimney corner the 

pole- head which 

tie dman would 

carry no more, 

and given it a 

thoughtful rub. 

And 0, a 

chimney orna 

ments, t number 

have been saved 

trom. the fate 

ot those which 

have been thrown 

on the rubbish- 

heap ol sold for SAVEN CJNCOM MON 

a few pence is nknown, Kelton, “ Wynd iyms”* (Williton), * Lamb ar 

old brass Sortie 

of those which have been lost would fetch now their weicht 

in silver, aye, soon almost in gold, so strong is the desire at 

the present day for things old and rare. There are a 
number of things in the galleries of collectors more beautifully 

but there many 
collected that cannot be so interesting to those who 

designed and finished than club staff-heads ; are 
objec ts being 

are fond of the West Country and know its towns and villages. 

[his quest has carried many people during the last few 

years to the quaintest of old places and brought them into touch 
with the most interesting tolk There is hardly a nook of 
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OF CLUB POLE-HEADS 

Somerset and over the Somerset border-line that is not repre 
collection, and the verification of the origin of 

wili lead, I hope, to many a 
sented 

several 

pleasant outing in the future. 

Each club had an emblem peculiar to it, or perhaps to it and 

clubs; and this is the case even with the 

which are not often quite alike. The more 

In my 

unclassified specimens 

to one or two other 

“rounds ” or “ knobs,” 
ornamental varieties represent, as often as not, the sign of the 

headquar‘ers club; for instance, 

Ring o’ Bells, 

Seven Stars, Hood 

Arms. Very many 
are emblems 
royalty, such 
the Crown, Lion, 
or Fleur - de- lis. 
Oak Apple Day 

is represented in 
many clubs by 
oak leaves and 

so also is 

the of the which Inn Was 

of 

as 

1corns 5 

I‘riendship in the 

Clasped Hands; 
Charity in the 
Heart - in - Hand, 
the Dove, and the 
Heart ; Good For- 

tune in the Horse 
shoe. The crook 

of the Shepherds’ 

VARIETIES. Society in dif- 
ud Flag" (blagdon), Shifnal, Dualey, Wedmore, ferent forms 1S a 

fairly common 
emblem, A great many heads are trowel-shaped, and some 

suggest Masonic signs. In one club, which has a stag as an 

embiem, a wooden quiver was carried by a man on horseback. 
Money tokens were issued to members by some societies, and 

also badges, carried, | presume, on the coat. 
were frequently worn, as they are now by the Foresters. 

rhe club processions were formed up with an eye to eflect, 

generally in lines of fours, and the left-hand men carried then 
poles to the full extent of their left arms; the right-hand men 

carried theirs in the right hand. The effect of the gleaming brass 

Coloured scarves 
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against the white smocks of olden time must have been quite good. 

There were some clubs wholly of women, who walked dressed 
in white with rosettes; and, at any rate, one society of juveniles. 

South Gloucestershire appears to have maintained a 

good number of clubs, and I have also a_ few 
heads from Devon, Dorset and Wiltshire, and one or two 
from Warwickshire and Shropshire; but Somerset seems to be 
their real haunt. I have not yet seen any emblems elsewhere, 

and they seem to be unknown in London. The poles themselves 

were usually quite plain, of wood, but sometimes painted in 

colours, and with a number denotine the member to whom 
they belonged; occasionally they hung with 

worsted or with ribbon. : : 
Some of 

these 

were mops ol 

the heads are roughly engraved or embossed 
with a date, ¢g., 1821, 1828; one Sherborne, has 
the date 1761 cut right through it; some are engraved with 
a design, either a perhaps done by or for 
the member himself; and some have the member’s name 

incised in old-fashioned script. One or two have still 

were once gaily coloured silken tassels depending for e 
inches from either side. 

Sometimes a club came to an end, but was resuscitated; in 

which case the new club had a fresh emblem, ¢.g., Old Meare 

and New Meare. In the case of Bishops Lydeard, the old brass 
heads were silvered for the new club. 

The majority of the heads which have survived are made 
of brass of a superior kind; and, in many instances, the embiem. 

head, 

club design or 

what 

hteen oa 
ig 

WILD 
PHeK RAVEN IN SCOTLAND. 

LTHOUGH on the decrease 

Isles, the 

everywhere throughout the British 

raven is still to be met with in favoured localities, 

and possibly his most flourishing stronghold is on the West 

Coast and outlying islands of Scotland. On the East Coast 

and even central districts of that country he is but rarely 

met with, and on the Cairngorm range of mountains, a district 

eminently suited, one 

would imagine, for 

his mode of life, I 

have only once seen 

a specimen during a 

good many seasons ol 

exploring the moun- 

tam range. To the 

west of the Cairn 

gorms the raven is 

met with in some 

number:, and is well 

known to the I[ligh- 

land keeper on 

account of his 

marauding habits. 

Of all our 

birds the 

Pritish 

raven is 

probably the earliest 

to begin nesting 

operations, and even 

during stormy 

seasons the egys 

are deposited in 

February, saying 

much for the hardi- 

ness of the br oding 

mother bird who 

covers her eggs 

during the fierce PTARMIGAN’S FOOTPRINTS 

snowstorms of early 

spring. An ornithologist friend once told me that had it not been 
succeecdeu it L would never have suring for the snow on the ground he 

a raven’s egg for his collection; but the deep snow lying at the 

foot of the craig on which the nest,was placed just afforded him 

the extra height necessary to reach the eges Why the raven should 

be such an early nester has never, I think, been accounted for. The 

golden eagle has a good reason for its early nesting, because of the fact that 

the young eagies take close on three months to leave the eyrie; but the 

young of the raven are leaving their home just as that near relative of 

starting housekeeping. As a general rule, 

found that the predatory 
his, the hoodie crow, is 

in the bird world it will be birds nest com- 

paratively late in the season, the reason being that they prefer, if 

possible, that the birds on which they prey should have young before their 

own families are hatched, as then they can feed their chicks on those of their 

unfortunate victims. The two most notable exceptions to this rule are the 

golden eagle and the raven, and of the two the raven is undoubtedly the most 

striking. 
EVERLASTING SNOW ON THE CAIRNGORMS. 

The Cairngorm Mountains can boast of several snowficlds which remain 

in their corries throughout even the hottest summers, and perhaps the most 

interesting of these Is situated at the extreme western end of the Garbhchoire 

—as one of the sources of the Dee is n amed—and lies ina corrie of Brae 

Riach at a height of just over three thousand six hundred feet above the 
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locally. I need hardly 

which, alas, are already 

offered should be 

origin should 

appear to have been manufactured 
warn collectors against the “fakes 
appearing on the market. \ny 
examined very carefully, and a 
be obtained. 

It is already difficult to get 

head 

guarantee ot 

together a representative 

collection. High prices are asked for ome spe mens, sue h 

as the ‘ Salutation,” and many are practically unpurchase 

able. | have been most fortunate’ in obtaining about 

two hundred and twenty distinct heads in the short 
of two and a-half years. A small collection, however, can be 

made easily, and is astonishingly decorative. If possible, 
the collection at the Taunton Museum, based on one pro 

vided by Dr. Hopkins, should be seen by those 
interested. 

The foregoing is a short account of West Country pole-heads, 
which it should be possible for others who know more of the 

subject to amplify and correct. Further information as to 
the origin of some of the shapes would be interesting, pat 

dealers 

localities 

space 

who are 

ticularly of the familiar trowel-shape, called by the 

** Spearhead.” It is difficult to be certain of the 

to which some of the heads belong, and the names ot! 

of mine, although | reliable, 
are in revision. It is possibl 

that these further light being 

upon the whole subject in the ‘Correspondence ” 

Lire. JAMES 

ome 

believe them to be in most cass 

some instances open to 

remarks will lead to thrown 

columns ol! 
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level of the sea, The field is in an extremely sheltered position, and this 

probably acccunts for its having remained unmelted for possibly thousands 

By some it is held that the field is the remains of a glacier, ol vears. 

but proof as to this can never be obtained, For the last few years 

I have taken observations at the snowfield during the first we rf 

(ctober, when the snow is nor nally it its minimum, ind have 

never seen the field sc small as it wa luring the past season By 

the end of Septem 

ber the remaining 

snow was rreatly 

discoloured ind was 

vy grev in colour, 

but on October Sth 

I noticed that a 

slight wreath of fresh 

been snow had 

deposite d midway 

between the two 

larger fields, and the 

contrast between the 

old and newly-fallen 

snow was exception- 

ally striking, Phe 

past summer on the 

mountains has been 

most ungenial, and 

had the weather only 

been moderately 

possible 

that the field might 

warm it Is 

have entirely dis- 

appeared, as at the 

beginning — of the 

summer the hills 

carried an exception 

ally small 

ATER. of 
heid is tar from the 

amount 

LEADING TO U snow, The 

beaten track and is difficult to ipproach, being runrdce by uw tretch 

of extremely rocky hillside, and the field i It hes chiefly on rock, 

the season the snow lies in one large 

When I took obs 

Up to late in patch, but breaks 

up in Septe mober to a certain extent rvations ol the area 

of snow on October Sth, the field had broken up into thre patches, Che 

largest patch was seventy yards long anc about twenty-five yards across. As 

far as could be gathered the depth was from eight feet to ten feet Ihe 

second field was almost circular, being thirty yards long and twenty-five vat 

broad, rhe 

of yards in length at the most. The snow was intensely hard as a 

third patch was on the point of disappearing, and was only a 

couple 

result of alternate frost and thaw, and, in fact, it much more resembled 

solid ice than snow It was quite impossible to gain a footing on it, as the 

gradient was too steep, and one would have instantly slipped down on to tl 

snow itself were rocks below. The rocks at the edges ol the held and the 

extremely discoloured, being covered with peat and rubbish swept off the 

plateau by the winter’s gales As a matter of fact, there was less snow than 

l ever remember having seen, and yet, at the extreme edges of the field, moss 

plants, which must have been buried under the snow for years, were just 

beginning to shoot. As showing the extreme pertinacity with which 

moss plant retains its vigour, even when buried for years under the snow, I 

may mention that the ground is quite devoid of grasses of any sort for at 

snow. Us to October 2 3rd 

preciable decrease 

least fifty yards from the edges of the 

weather remained comparatively mild, but ther was no 
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\ BOOK oO] Piil VEEK 

() tl em reader, wit I ! this occasion t 

I I bit i ¢ rit there 1 » part of that 

lhe Duet ! / rf ub thhy, more 

terest thar ipp ntary volum wh 

n ( e I | ie It « tains the thre supple 

the orteinal edition before notici it one, 

p conyratulatin the publishers on the creat ervice 

{ vive rendered those enga iin work whi demand 

\ | { blication moth , handy torm, o 

it vork projected by the ut head of their firm, 

(y eon It ha now b ! ibsolutely ¢ ential 

t e worl f all t e write are engaced in anything 

{ t ral yournalism. Indeed, it has supplanted 

t whole library t books that at one tin vere ecmned essentia 

by a carelul editor It is in its o original iva history of 

| und, sine | and 1 ily a wupendious name for the 

reat men of a ho have lived in this country lt isa 

t iry ol it 1 Live reat a wla that the dates are 

‘ 1 n relat toeach ¢ er; and ] i pan ency predia 

f pensible kno e. Ma n estly add that it is an 

‘ lent book t ie on the lbrary shelves for dipping int 

lt om talmost be called / Book fora Rainy Day.’ Phi 

eat ty men and characters dealt with have given 

‘ is! lor ¢ ot the mo dive kinds Whatever be the 

ancl t ki dve about ich vou are curious for the moment, 

heht on those 1 prole litinm this count in always be had 
by appealing to the | | 

it mceptl 1. ind existence are clue ent rel to the late 

Nii Cseorm Smith, that most pirited of publishers. Llis 

tory 1 ippropriately prefixed to the last volume of th 

hetionary ind is as entertaining and instructive as anything 

nm it Smith was a man of bound energy and busine 

capacity of every kind It is said that he increased by thirteen 

times the busine done by Smith, Elder and Co. after he came 

into it, and in all his actions there is the mark of a commercial 

prince Moreover, although it is proverbial that the work ot 

carcying on a great undertaking has a tendency to harden a man, 

{ to Smith's great praise that to the end of his days he main 

tained a something disinterested and venerous in his spirit. 

ilis money-making seems to have been very largely a matter of 

the ordinary routine work of the firm Lhe literary enterprise 

in which he en aged arose, as much as from anything else, 

trom his taste for literary society, literary conversation and 

literary friendships. The first of these adventures was the 

establishing of the ¢ hill Magazine, which practically remain 

under his personal control during the sixties and until Leslie 

Stephen was appointed editor. Thackeray had no grasp 

| detailed routine, and 1s inimecdiate successors also 

sregarded if. But Smith in those days _ went about 

ith the greatest energy, keeping a_ careful diary of 

everything that happened in connection with the magazine 

enlistment of new 

th other 

contributors, the prices paid tor them and 

particulars to which he might have il occasion to 

refer. He was also particularly keen after new names, and a 

eat proportion of the most interesting contributions were sent 

to him personally The establishment of the Pall Mall Gacett, 

is the result of a conversation with Frederick Greenwood, 

ind the ni ry ol that journal was ol a kind to try the 

pull her loyalty to his ideal, as the circulation of it “for t 

igre =o tae did ot rise to more than six hundred and 

thirteen copies daily, while the advertisements only brought 
) about three pound and althoug during the seventies 

great advam@e took place in both these departments of 
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\ hav ’ iv wour i ¢ o nlis s ind wer it 

rt rt to a rtai xtent by the iden « es 

ul yil carcas might ) reat nischiel As it is, ho t 

t ur n aten \ cavenvers of the torests, and only « tew 

‘ » | had a str r instance ft quick work a flock of hoodies 

in mal of a dead stag Phe animal had been pick ilmost clean, 

yeti ld b hat it had lain there only a week or ten days 

the itside, All round the = carcase the erass had been flattene 

y the hungry birds a vey fought over the body, and on our arrival 

we noted one cr two ndividuals soaring about in the distance and 

niy waiting for our irtur 8 | returning to ther interrupted 

feast, xcept in the forests, the hoodi is universilly disliked on 

punt 7 t mischiel it works imong the eces anil young ol vame- 

rds, and there is no doubt that the crows do a_e consideralie 

mount of harm to the eggs and young o! the grouse, and especially the 

rmigan, as the latter ris nest in such ex osed situations and the itr 

is n ata distan by the lynx-eyed hoodie Alt! ough the e¢rev crow 

nests with us in considerable numbers, a great any migrate to this country 

from t stwards during the winter months, and often large flocks may be 

n at ifferent points of the East Coast, having just come in from the 

North Sea SKTON GiOKDON 
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a paying concern. Moreover, he lost interest in it to some 
extent owing to the fact that, while he was inclined to Liberal 

politics, the editor drifted, slowly but surely, into the Conservative 

lal. Phus e are told that he let it go to his son-in-law 

without any great pangs of sorrow. There was reserved for 

him a still greater enterprise, and this was 7he Dictionary of 

Natwnal Biography It was a work that had no parallel in 
this country, and similar encyclopadias in France and elsewhere 

aid ol 

ith great enterprise and the 

ufheient for the purpose 

The idea was his, but 

at large ure due 

Leslie Stephen, its first editor. 

Lhat Smith took an active 

national subsidies. lLiowever, 

that 

, Smith resolved to « 

had been built up with the 

knowledge his resources 
out 

print 

had with 

wry it 

the embodiment of it in 

to conversations that he 

himself, 

Wal ih mea 

part in its construction needs no 
iving. tle not oniv collected contributors for it, but in his own 

told them how liberal and generous mannet weil pleased he was 

with the result, and on various occasions extended to the entire 

stall a hospitality that could only be described as_ princely. 

lle built up a monument for himself that is likely to be 

more endurmg than marble. We hope, however, — that 

his successors wiil not allow the work to end absolutely 
in =IQOI. It is only according to Nature that vreat 

men should drop out of the ranks day by day, and every 

decade or so there is bound to be a considerable number of 

whom facts should be collected while they are still fresh in 

the memories ot the friends. lo look over this volun 

is something lke turning the pages of an album that contains 

only the pictures of dead acquaintances. To look at them 
causes a host of memories to came rushing back. Some, of 

course, of the names are as tamiliar as household words, while 

belong to men whose sphere of activity restricted, 
One of the latter Alexander Allardyce, whose 

name p ssibly very few pe ople outside his own circle ever he urd. 

Yet he would have been remarkable, if for nothing else, for 
editing the Ochtertyre manuscripts of John Ramsay under the 

title of “Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Century.” 

lt “The Antiquary” had any origin other than Sir Walter 
himself, it was certainly to be found in Ramsay of Ochtertyre. 

Side by side with his we find the memoir of Grant \llen, that 
ingenious and delightful writer who popularised science for the 

and of the other names in the volume one’s eye catches 

that of the gentle and accomplished Irish poet, William Alling- 
ham. Matthew Arnold it is difficult to think of even yet as being 
dead, and it is absolutely impossible to realise that he died so 

Among the names classified under the next 

letter of the alphabet there is no one more distinguished than 

hers Was 

characters 1s 

HMASSeS | 

long ago as 18388. 

Kk. DD. Biackmore, of whom a very just estimate is given by his 
biographer : 

ILis 

was sometimes Caustic, but 

utlook on life was singularly independent; his judgment of men 

more olten tender; his speech kindly, picturesque, 

ind above all shrewd, 

In the region of politics many large blanks have been created 

curing recent times. John Bright, the greatest orator of the 

Victorian era, died in 1889. Oratory has changed in character 
very much since his time. — Perhaps he is largely responsible ior 

it, since being a man of the people he was not troubled by any 
tradition of the stately periods which were thought essential 
to great political speeches in his time. 
more t 

Now point is valued 
an euphony, and the conversational style has gained 

ground to such an extent that the rounded period has almost 
become a thing of the past, while the great passages in Bright's 
spee hes read as well to-day as the morning after they were 
delivered. 
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Tennyson and Swinburne lived too long to be included in 
the volume, but we have Robert Browning, who is the subject 

of a more than usually interesting essay. William Morris, too, 
died in 1896, so that his name was eligible for admittance. ‘lhe 
appreciation of him leaves nothing to be desired, as might | 
expected, seeing that it comes over the initials * J]. W. M.” 

ENGLISH PLATE IN RUSSIA. 

The Old English Plate of the Emperor of Russia, by E. Alfred 

Jones. (W. EL. Smitin and Son, Arden Press. ) 

e 

O the number of interesting catalogues of old English plate compiled by 

Mr. Jones, there is now added another exampie of his able research in 7 he O'd 

Angiash Plate of the Emperos of Kussia, a work which, by reason of the variety 

and artistic merit of the objects illustrated and described, exceeds in interest 

iny of his earlier works, This work, although of necessity in the nature of a 

catalogue, is a great deal more, for it comprises in substance an illustrated 

description of most of the various styles of silversmith’s work which prevailed 

from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth, and among the examples 

illustrated are many of a kind only to be found in Imperial or Regal 

collections, It may appear strange to the uninitiated that one of the finest 
known c: llections of English plate 

should be located in RusSsia ; this, 

however, is explained by Mr. 

Jones at the beginning of his 

work. lle teils us how he has 

raced the history of many 

individual vessels to the numerous 

special embassies sent out from 

I eland in the interests of the 

Russian Company of English 

Merchants at Moscow, to right 

some supposed wrong and to 

obtai fre-li ~— privileges. The 

Russian Company of English 

Merchants was one of the three 

vreat English companies estab- 

lished in the sixteenth century 

for the purpose of trading with 

various parts of Europe and Asia, 

Many examples of English plate 

in the Imperial collection were, 

however, sent as presents by 

Queen Elizabeth and her suc- 

cessors to Russia, with the 

object of increasing the friendly 

trading which had been established 

in that country by English mer- 

chants. Sir Jerome Horsey, who 

represented Queen Elizabeth at 

the coronation of Feodor and 

his successor Boris, took with him 

presents so numerous and of such 

weight and magnificence that 

twenty men were engaged in 

currying some of them. James I. 

t lso sent to Boris two gre 

igons, a crystal cup, a basin and 

ewer, two haunche pottes and a 

stan’ ing cup; and another stand- 

ing cup, two tankards and two 

livery pottes to the Princess 

Phekleenya Borysovna, In 1620 

King James sent to the Czar 

Michael a salt of crystal mounted 

in gold, an ostrich [cup], two 

plates and an ewer and salver; 

and for the Czar’s father a vase 

of crystal and gold, four flagons 

and an ewer and salver of silver- 

gilt, Among the other magnifi- 

cent presents of plate which are 

recorded are three silver - gilt 

ewers and salvers, a pair of 

flagons, a pair of bottles, a pair A SEVENTEENTH 

of standing bowls and covers, 
a pair of candlesticks and six fruit dishes, all ‘Slarge and curiously wrought 

chased and giit, from Charles II. and his Queen to the Czar.” A pair of tall 

vase-shaprd wine-bottles r74in. high bearing the London hall-marks 

of 1580, another 22¢in. high of 1606, and a pair 1g}in. high of 1619, all 

wrought by En goldsmiths of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods, at 

unmatched by any known examples of the same period remaining in 

England. A pilgrim-bottle of the late Stuart period is, however, sury 

in beauty of design by a pair of a little Inter date in the collection of the 

Duke of Devonshire 

In the Czar’s collection of English plate in the Treasury of the Kremlin 

at Moscow, and in the Winter Palace at St. Petersburg, are a great many 

tall standing cups, iilustrated by Mr. Jones ; mig these are several with 

Lowls shaped like gourds «nd cantelupe melons on twisted and gnarled stems, 

resting on dome-shaped bases, ornamented with embossed we rk, and stamped 

ovolo enrichments in the style characteristic of English work of the latter part of 

the sixteenth century. Other cups have conical bowls and vase-shaped stems 

with delicately-modelled, scroll-shaped brackets attached to them, but compara- 

tively few are furnished with covers. Among the cups i/lustrated are a few 

bearing German marks, but, strangely enough, having London hall-marks also 

stamped on them. Other cups of unmistakable German origin bear only London 

hall-marks and the mark of an English mak r. It is difficult to account for 
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these marks on such pieces other than by supposing the articles to hav een 

imported into England for the sole purpose of being stamped with English 

hall-marks. Standing saits, those delightful objects of which there are 

so many examples dating from the fifteenth to the seventeenth century 

in our English collections, are but poorly represented either at Moscew 

or St. Petersburg, and but few of the rose-water ewers and dishes 

which were sent from England in the reigns of Eiizabeth and James I. 

ippear to have survived. Phere ire, however, two examples of these 

irticles of plate which were so indispensable at the tables of gvreat 

personages down to quite recent times To those who are unacquaint with 

the history of plate and other articles pertaining to the dining-table, it may 

seem wonderiul that until about the middle of the seventeenth century forl 

were not provided for uests at table: meat was carved from t nt in 

large slices and placed on a platter or trencher before each guest, wio again 

cut the meat into suitable pieces and conveyed them to the mouth with his or 

her fingers, The same proceeding was fo lowed in the case of fish, flesh, 

fowl and fruit, so that it was ab-solutely necessary to wash hands at the tabl 

and for this purpose after each course on ittendant held the rose-water dish 

while ano'her poured the water successively over the hands of the host and 

his guests, who, after washing, wiped their hands in their napkins, Early in 

the seventeenth century some ‘* fastidiou persons adopted the practice of 

carrying forks in cases in their 

pockets or satchels; but it was 

not until the latter part of the 

seventeenth century that the us 

of forks became general in 

Northern Europe 

There are numerous flagons 

of various shapes in the Czar’s 

collections, the earliest being tl 

lightly tapering cylincrical v ls 

with engraved or.amentation of 

the Elizabethan period; ther 

re also early Jacob an em 

ind chased vlobular - shap 

flagons; and _ others f th 

Caroline period, cvlindrical in 

jorm, embossed and chased with 

fruit, foliage and animals; but 

among the most interesting and 

unusual of these objects ar " 

pair of immense Silver | jugs, 

2S5Ain. high, bearing the London 

hail-marks of 1604, and another 

pair 24510. h vh of eleven \ irs 

later (Jne otf the tatier 1s il 

rated by Plat XXII m Mr 

Jones’s book and described on 

page 44 The bodt« ol ne 

llagons are embossed with 

ragons, winged mon rs, fuliated 

rolls and festoor of rapery 

ina fruit, on a matied rou 

each I ny on a circular toot 

mbossed with inverted acanthu 

leaves alternating with pear th ’ 

foot being raised on a vertical 

base ornamented with pier 

quatrefoils and = spandrels, ri 

hanales ire in the form ol 

erpents with lizards on thei 

DACKS, nd the pouts re 

winged ragor havin i i 

lacertine figures with twining 

tails and utstretched bo 

their fore feet resting on the r 

of the jug. The necks of the 

igs are high, and embossed with 

winged female term figures and 

foliated scrolls, and the domed 

covers are similarly embossed ard 

attached to the lizards on the 

CENTURY FLAGON. eel ay deen Gain 
n nificent exam ) ate ar 

illustrated in Mr, Jones’s book, comprisin wine cisterns nearly 6ft. | * by 

3ft, wide, and over hit high, wine fountains, punch-bowls, plates, d es, 

salvers, vase ca ra \ I the exa fa ter riod we fi 

pots, kettles, urt ugar Vis, lea-Ca 1 r 1 a1 t 

ish voldsmiths of the ei! nt nineteenth « t Mr. | $ 

wok deserve o | refully wiied not only by collectors an t 

piate, but by goldsmiths and tt r siuners, W , bY wu rvin 

mo ling of many of the examples illustrat , May perhaps be pr pt to 

abandon the manulacture of such atr ies aS some that have i we 

within the last half-century, in favour of a style more worthy of the mater 

in which they work, rh lustrat $ al xcellent, and 

matter in the text is all ti hie l ich work, W h 

interesting and instructive 

FOR YOUNG MINDS 

The Child's English Literature, | m3 | ll I rated with 

Twenty Drawigs in Colour vy Jol kK Ss | : rai ( 

Jac K. 

IT would be 
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very properly says, ** If you like my book, then I can truly say that my wish in reality, very little interest for older people now and still less for the young. 

has brouvht only appiness in its fulfilment But are the children likely to It is a book that we have in the library but do not read. The same 

ke tl What they do love in literature beyond anything is a story, and criticism might apply to nearly everything else in the volume. , 

the chi oy or girl—-who pretends at an early age to enjoy description has us that once more a good subject has been spoiled by ill-judged treatment. 

either been taught to ive others, or is vuilty of self-deception. Now our It is a colour book, but we are afraid that the pictures do not greatly 

author begins with chapter called ‘‘In the Listening Time.” This is help out the text 

really an introduction to the Celtic poetry, which we regard as perfectly 

unintelligible except to those who are old enough to feel the poetry of = dad : : , ‘ = 
antiquity This naturally leads to Macpherson and his Ossian, that is to say, rit BREEDING OF rit rHOROUGII-BRED. 

» the kind of story unintelligible to the child mind, as are also the Welsh Horse Breeding in Theory and Practice, by Baron von Oettingen, 

tories and story-tellers Che history of the “‘ Morte d’Arthur” begins with Director of the Royal Stud of Trakelnen. Sampson Low.) 

extracts from Layamon and ends with a mangling of Tennyson’s fine poem, IN these days, when from the chaos of general ignorance science is slowly 

al there i reat deal of comment such as ‘* the poem moves along with evolving the laws which govern the transmission of qualities, moral and 

1s mournful, stately m ure, It would have been cood to let the child feel physical, from one generation to another, any addition to our present store of 

tl mournful s and stateliness without expressing it. In a book of knowledge, whether theoretical or practical, is welcome Doubly so are 

literature for children there should be no fear of quoting what is well known such contributions when made by men who for a long series olf years have 

lready ; but apparently the author has suffered mach from this Phere may been studying and observing the phenomena of heredity as exemplified in 

me doubt to whether he was altogether wise in including Dunbar in the thorough-bred horse. At the Royal Stud of Trakehnen, of which Baron 

his survey, or not, but he certainly has not given the most interesting von Oettingen is Landstallmeister and director, breeding has been carried on 

urts of that author \vain, when we come, a great deal later on, to for over a hundred years, and to the knowledge gained by his own long, 

i poet h Ilerbert, what should have been quoted was that which practical experience the Baron has been able to add that derived from a 

most to fresh young minds, such as the well - known verses study of the carefully-preserved archives of the stud itself. No source avail- 

"os y so sweet It is no answer to say that these have often ible for tracing the gradual development of the thorough-bred has been left 

n quote t They are not familiar to the children, and th untapped by Baron von Oettingen, and in this connection many new facts are 

verses quoted——‘** Teach me, my God and King,” **Thou whose sweet placed at the disposal of the reader of his work. With regard to the vexed 

youth and early hopes enhance and **When God at first made man” question of the hereditary nature of “‘ roaring” the Baron gives reasons for 

ure by no means likely to make the child long for a copy of the ‘** parson believing that if roaring does not occur until towards the end of the third 

poet,” as is most improperly dubbed in this book, It is year of an animal’s life there is no need for apprehension that the infirmity will 

just about Herrick’s time that a book for children might properly have be reproduced in the offspring. We gather that the Trakehnen Stud consists 

un Th talk about Gaelic poets, the Legend of Arthur, Every of about eleven thousand two hundred acres, divided into twelve farms, among 

man, Hlow Caedmon Sang, merely offer opportunities for the display them those of Gurdszen, reserved for black mares; Danzkehmen, where there 

{ learning of ‘ yrt There is littl in them really to attract are only bay or brown mares; Jonasthal, reserved for chestnut mares ; and 

the reader In the chapter devoted to Swift a great deal of bio- Bajohrgalien and Trakehnen itself, at both of which there are mares of all 

raphical and political matter might with advantage have been omitted. colours, It will thus be seen that Baron von Oettingen has at his disposal 

For children, Swift wrot ** Gulliver's Travels” and nothing else; but, unusual facilities for observing the mysteries of colour in regard to its 

Gulliver's Travel is likely to remain a favourite book for many generations dominance and transmission. We heartily recommend the study of this book 

to come \ddison’s **Spectater,”” to which a long chapter Is given, has, to all to whom the breeding of the thorough-bred horse is a matter of interest, 

N THE GREEN. 
KpireEpD By Horace Ilurcuinso? 

BALIS THAT FLOAT AND i! heavier than a larger—and that 

rHAT SIN anv ball which floats buoyantly 

ri curious, mm alls the errs on the side of too great 

changes that we have levity. <A ball which u-ed to 

witnessed in the com be popular, especially with 

position of oll balls, amateurs, in the old days, the 

how very nearly the K:clipse, was very heavy, specifi- 

same specific gravity has cally. A very small size was 

heen kept throughout, and how made, nominally a 26, which was 

very nearly that specific gravity a wonderfully fine bail for 

has always been identical with putting, but, like all its kind, 

that of water In the days o the Eclipse had the defects of 

the gutta-percha ball it w its qualities, It would not carry 

tiways a nice point whe ther of far, nor would it stop oft the iron 

no it would float The m Hpority (there were few mashies then), 

of them sank, and we never and «a man had to be very 

used to think that those that *‘adaptable ” to play with it—a 

floated were quite right Ther most valuable golfing gift. 

ADAPTABILITY. 

Except for the golfer who 

vas a suspicion that the floating 

nly occurred when there was a 

bubble of air enclosed, and we intends to confine his attention 

rather believe this to have been to one or two courses only, and 

i right opinion When the these much of the like character, 

rubber-cored balls were intro there is no quality which is 

uced it was at once proclaimed more valuable in match-winning 

iS & Creat virtue in them that than a capacity for adapting his 

they floated, and doubtless from game to various situations, 

the pecuniary point of view it stiffness of soil, modes of 

was a virtue, lor they were the approach and so on. One ot 

nore easily retrieved, and with the most striking instances ever 

1 ball of double the price of afforded of the destruction of 

t old ones this certainly high hopes owing to a lack of 

sppealed to us as a merit. the pliable spirit (it was the 

Now, as it seems, even with spirit which was stubborn, rather 

our balls which have rubber or than the skill that was wanting 
some substance other than in this particular instance) is 
uttu-percha at the core, we that which was afforded to a 

are coming back, in some cases, large crowd of spectators watchi- 

to bails that will not float. The ing a very famous player who 

Zodiac, which is a popular ball, seemed to be in the fair way of 

and leserves to be, sinks, and winning, by no means for the 

the so-called ‘* Baby Zodiac,’ fir-t time, the open champion- 

which is a small size of the ship, as he approached that 
' / 

ime make, goes to th bottom > notorious seventeenth green at 

even more directly, We sus- St. Andrews. He is a mighty 

pect that the Dunlop Junior and master of pitching the ball well 

the Baby Chalk r are sinkers x up to the hole with his mashie 

too, but have not tried them ? and making it stop there, 

What seems pretty certain is with the cut, as if he had 

that the specific gravity of water a string attached to it. Ths 

iS just about the richt 'TaVily seventeenth green, however, was 

tor a golf ball also—probably a very hard and baked; every 

small ball can be specifi-ally HARRY VARDON. reasonable man, no matter what 
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his skill in pitch- 

ing and cutting, 

would have 

played that 

approach in the 

way approved by 

the traditional 

wisdom of ages at 

St. Andrews, 7.¢., 

would have 

pitched the ball, 

with a low, hall- 

running shot, 

short of the low 

cliff of the pla- 

teau on which the 

green is made, 

THE ONE-TUSKED WEED-PICKER. so that it should 
half-run, half- 

jump up the ciiti, and travel on till it reached the hole—perhaps went into 

it. Why should we deny ourselves the ecstasy, which is costless, of such a 

vision ? But this particular player, strong in his nearly unique cleverness of 

approaching, insisted on pitching his ball right up on the green. Despite all 

his cut it would not stop there, the ground being hard baked as it was. It 

rolled on and on, finally over the edge into the road, accompanied by a 

groan from the crowd, and with its disappearance went the best hopes of that 

reat player for the championship and also some of the very best of his 

temper, For he declared with voluble emphasis that it was the fault, not of 

him, but of the green, that he was not going to alter the style of his approach 

Lecause this particular St. ndrews green was fashioned in this particular 

ridiculous way, and so on. Well; a good many of us have had the best 

edge taken off our tempers at golf, without being equally good players, 

or without equally good cause given; but is it not all reminiscent of that 

admirable old story in uch of the man at his bootmaker’s complaining that 

his boots did not fit, the bootmaker saying meekly, ** 1 think, Sir, you know, 

if you were to cut your corns you would find your boots easier,” and the 

customer retorting with fury, ‘*Confound it, Sir, do you think I am going to 

pare down my feet to fit your boots?” Confound it, Sir (or Saint) Andrew, 

do you think we are going to pare down our approaches to fit your greens? 

Well, I am alraid it is what we have to do, though it may be ignominious. 

We have to pare down a good many of our desires and ambitions to fit the 

world and the circumstances that we live in, and among the rest we have to 

pare down our approaches and modify their style generally, to fit the differing 

circumstances of different cases. 

No Tuikp Rounp. 

It is a disadvantage or an advantage, according to the way in which we 

look at it, that on a Christmas golfing holiday there is no third round after 

tea, There are many who like to play golf during every available moment 

of daylight and some few who can successfully keep it up fora length of time ; 

but we may venture to sav that to the majority the practice of persistently 

playing a third round brings disaster and staleness, The aggravating part of 

it is that, to begin with, that round after tea is the one we play best. Not 

only do we not feel tired, but we feel actually fresher than when we began 

alter breakfast, and our driving in the cool of the evening is apt to be 

especially magnificent. That lasts for a little while, and then without any 

warning the crash comes; we awake suddenly to find ourselves in a state of 

collapse, and neither during the first, second nor third round can we either hit 

to do so [here is a the ball or concentrate our tired brains on trying 

measure of preventive virtue in these short dark days. 

OVER-ORGANISATION, 

Phe County Union movement seems to be coming on apace, but in this 

respect ** mere man” is still far behind the ladies in the matter of organisation, 

Ladies, indeed, have organised their golf up to an extraordinary point with 

inter-club, inter-county and inter-territorial contests, standardised handicaps 

and heaven knows what besides. One result of this has been seen lately in an 

agitation as to players representing more than one club in inter-club matches, 

Mr. Issette Pearson has gone so far as to declare that the fact of ladies 

representing more than one club makes club matches farcical, These senti 

ments show a sternness and ferecity which is not to be found in male inter- 

club games. Nobody minds very much who wins in the ordinary male team 

match, and even in those few matches where there is a certain amount 

of partisanship, the fact that a player belonged to both clubs would 

not be thought to make the match farcical, Mr. Norman Hunter 

has played for Woking against Sunningdale; last year he played 

for Sunningdale against Woking, and the match was still played 

with sufficient keenness. The fact is that men, as a rule, regard 

this sort of perfervid club patriotism as rather ridiculous, and do 

not in the least desire to be organised out of their seven senses, 

WEED-PICKERS AT WEsi WARD Ho! 

A few weeks ago we were noting what a splendid object- 

lesson was supplied by the greens at Westward Ho! which only 

some five or six years ago were something rather like a disgrace to 

volfing civilisation owing to the spread of the plantain, the daisy 

and the like wild flora, probably imported with some dressing or 

soil from inland. The lesson is supplied not by their then villainy, 

Lut by their present perfection. Perfection is a strong word, but it 

is the only one. They are all of one kind of grass, a wonder to 

see. And the change has been wrought by the means shown in 

the picture accompanying. Many boys, each with a weapon such 

as slhhown— it will be noted that the weapon has one tusk only, and 

we are told that it is found to be much more operative so than 

with the two teeth that are often fitted to it—work together, in 

line, under a shelter such as here seen, The shelter is easily 

movable, and is always set back to wind in winter and back to sun 

in summer, so that in rain or shine the boys can work on, digging. 

Thus they have been digging on every green on the course for 

years, and this picture of them is taken on the eighteenth green, 
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for this task, comparable to that which poor old Hercules had in the Augean 

stables, is now just complete. his is how it was done, and it shows how 

it may be done elsewhere. Of course, the roll of metal is used as a cushion 

lever by which the noxious weed is prised up after the fing has been thrust 

at its root, These are what they call ‘‘ radical” measures 

HARRY VARDON, 

Vardon is seen in one of his most characteristic attitudes, studying the 

line to the hole and armed with the wooden putter, with which he now 

wrestles with the difficulties of putting. Alas! that he often finds those 

difficulties so great and that the short ones refuse so obstinately to go into 

the hole. Yet, if Vardon cannot give us the lesson in putting that he once 

did, he shows all golfers how to bear that most infuriating malady, the miss- 

ing of short putts, with perfect and uniform cheerfulness. The crowd become 

obviously unhappy when an otherwise gloriously played hole is marred upon 

the green, but not a shadow of annoyance ever crosses Vardon’s face It is 

very splendid and wonderful. All the rest of his game is still as fine, or 

almost as fine, as it ever was, and absolutely unapproachable for ease and 

gracelulness. Hlowever he may be faring in a competition, he still has the 

same magnetic attraction for the spectators, Without making too invidious 

comparisons, it may be permissibie to say that no other golfer has genius 

stamped quite so plainly on every stroke that he plays. It was a sad pity 

that he did not quite pull off the News of the Vor/d Tournament this autumn, 

It is the one big prize he has never won, but he has still plenty of time 

before him. 

THE LATE 

DR. BOW DLER SHARPE. 
HE news of the death of Dr. Bowdler Sharpe, which 

took place at his residence at Chiswick on Christmas 
Day, will be received with the profoundest regret 

wherever the study of ornithology is cherished—from 
this great metropolis of London to the Antipodes. 

For not only was his knowledge of systematic ornithology, and 

of geographical distribution, encyclopaedic, but he generously 
placed that knowledge at the disposal of all who sought it, and 
they were many; as may be imagined from the fact that for 
seven-and-thirty years he occupied the distinguished position . 
of the head of the Ornithological Department of the British 

Museum. 
Born in London on November 22nd, 1847, he was the eldest 

son of Thomas Bowdler Sharpe, a well-known publisher in his day. 
At nine years of age he was sent to Peterborough Grammar 
School, of which the Rev. James Wallace was head-master. 

A few days after his entrance he won a King’s Scholarship, 
while he was also a choirboy in the cathedral. When his 
uncle succeeded to the head mastership of the Loughborough 

Grammar School he took his nephew with him, and here he gave 
the first proois of that love of birds which was to bear such fruit 
in later years. On leaving school he was sent to a private tutor 

at Steeple-Gidding in Huntingdonshire to prepare for the Army ; 
but having no taste for mathematics he did little work, but rather 
spent his days in bird-collecting, making, at the same time, a 

considerable collection of insects. After this failure his father 

wished to send him to Oxford, but this prospect had no charm 
for the young enthusiast, and discovering this, bis father, in high 

dudgeon, banished him to London as a “* good for nothing,” with 

a sovereign in his pocket, and a letter to Messrs. Smith and Son, 
by whom he was promptly engaged! He soon, however, trans- 

ferred his service to the late Mr. Bernard Quaritch, and a little 
later became the first Librarian of the Zoological Society. ‘Thus 

passed the first twenty years of his life. During the next year 

or two he wrote his now celebrated ** Monograph of the King- 
fishers,” and began, with Mr. H. E. Dresser, a monumental 

work on the * Birds of Europe.” His part in this work, however, 

AT WORK ON THE LAST GREEN. 
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Of his other work let it cuffice to say that he wrote mono- 

graphs of the birds of p and the 

volumes on British birds and innumerable papers published by 
radise swallows, several small 

the Zoolovical and other societies, and in tbe Jbis, the organ of 
the Ornithologists’ Union, of which he was so distinguisl an 

rnament. But more than this: during his long reign at the 
british) Museum, the number of men who have written memoirs 

based on material in the Museum or on collections worked out at 

them were written without 

in many 
the Museum its legion, and very few o! 

Sharpe’s help. Their 

ws rather in name than in fact. 

The which he was held by 
abroad be measured by the fact that he 

over Section A at the Ornithological 

Buda-Pesth in 1891, and again in Paris in 1goo, while in 1g05 he 

Next year 

authors, indeed, cases were 

ith 

ornithologists 

to 

ale 

high regard in 
may was chosen 

preside Congress 

was the president when the congress met in London. 
he was to have resigned his presidency in favour of Dr. 

Richmond, at the fifth meeting of the congress to be held in 
Berlin. In 1891 he was accorded the honorary LL.D. of 
Aberdeen, while he was a foreign or honorary member of all 
the principal ornithological societies in the world. By his 

colleagues at the Museum he was held in the highest regard and 

esteem—they will mourn his loss as of one who cannot be 

replaced; while with those of the subordinate ranks of — the 

service he was revered as a chief who rule was mildness 

personified. W. P. Pycrart. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
So it may be hoped that the calamities of this vear will be compensated by 

the **cheer ” of the next one MIARTLET 

THE LAW AND ritl BURKGLAR 

{To THe Epiros or ** Country Lit 

Sin,—I am sure many of your readers will have been disappointed at the 

rather unsatisfactory ** fizz out of the correspondence about the law and 

the burglar, as regards a householder’s right of shooting the housebreaker, 

When “Country House ” first asked the question that started the corre 

pondence, it was prom tly ar vered by a corr ndent S ! “ himsel 

ah to the effect that you might not shoot a burglar in your house except 

n if fence. ** Lex ’ wrote with a deai of authority, as it seemed, but 

quot i no uthorities Ile was immediately followed, In the nex number 

of the paper, by a letter over the signature of ** Justice of the Peace ” directly 

contradicting ‘* Lex,” saying that you might shoot a burglar “‘on sight,” 

if you found him in the house, and quoting authorities—hig! uhoriti 

in his support. Well then, we, of course, expected that ** Lex ” would hav 

some answer, Having been contradicted so very pat, it did not seem likely, 

considering the dogmatic tone of his statements, that he would just sit down 

quietly and tacitly admit himself all wrong. Yet this, and nothing else, is 

what he has done Are we to assume that he has nothing tu sav against tl 

irguments at uthorities adduced by ** Justice of the Peace,” and may we, 

iter all, shoot our burglars ** on sight,” if we find them in the house ? Vill 

r burglary, and also not someone give a final verdict, or nust we ourselves sull 

shoot a burglar, so as to furnish a ** test ” case, before we can be sure 2—I] 

‘Lex ” adheres to his original opinion kp | 

RENTS AND RURAL COTTAGES. 

{To tHe Epiror or ‘Country Lire.” | 

Sir,—Allow me to thank you for your kind mention of the work of the 

Rural Housing and Sanitation Association. With regard to the question of 

cultage rents, it appears that the position would be much sounder economi- 

cally if the landlord would let his cottage direct to the labourer at an 

economic rent; that ts, a rent yielding a proper return on the outlay, In 

order to render this possible it would be necessary that the labourer’s cash 

waves shou be raised, and the farmer would be in a position to pay his 

men higher waves if the rent of his farm were tower to an equivalent 

nount, The whole matter would thus resolve itself into a question o 

idjustment. The landlord’s receipts would be the same—the labourers 

paying more rent, the farmer less; while the farmer would also be where he 

Phis 

to come in and supply 

was before—paying more to his labourers, but less farm. 

u‘justment effected, the ordinary builder could affor 

the demand for cottages, knowing that the rents of the district would allow of 

his receiving some return for his money. At present it is surely undeniable 

that cottage rents at one shilling and sixpence and one shilling and ninepence 

The 

it such a rent as thisis part of a system of wages in kind, a system which checks 

the 

impossible for any ordinary builder to obtain any profit on his outlay. 

1 week are on a most uneconomic basis. provision of a suitable cottage 

entirely natural working of the law of supply and demand by rendering it 

We 

agricultural labourer should be arbitrarily 
} t 

are 

not here urging that the wages of the 

raised whether he is worth it or not, but that, instead of his cottage being thrown 

in at a nominal rent as part payment of wages, he should receive more in 

actual cash and should pav an economic rent, thus setting free to its natural 

working the economic law of supply and demand. The labourer does not 

realise the fact that, in addition to his cash wages, he receives in reality, say, 

two shillings a week towards the rent of his cottage, for wnich he is paying, 

say, one shilling and sixpence, while its true economic rent would be three 

shillings and sixpence. He would probably consider himself better paid if 

he received this two shillings in wages, though he had to pay it out again in 

rent. I may add that it has been the experience of the Rural Housing Associa- 

tion that, in more than one instance where the cottage rents have been raised 

to nearer an economic figure, wages have gone up as a direct result. Where 

four shillings a week can be obtained for a cottage (as in the cases you 

mention) in a rural village, there can be no excuse for its being left ina 
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neglected and insanitary con‘ition; but when the rent is a part charity or in 

aid of wages, it is much more difficult for a sanitary authority to insist on the 

expenditure necessary to render it fit for habitation ; and if it be condemned 

there will probably be no other house for the occupants to goto. It is, no 

doubt, the false standard with regard to cottage rents that is responsible, to 

a great extent, for the existence of ‘‘ slum villages.” The type of cottage 

described in your notes of December 4th is fast disappearing—in small 

open villages an average of about one cottage a year falls away in decay 

or is burnt down, etc., and, as hardly any others are built in their place, the 

rural population is gradually being driven into the towns Under the pro- 

visions of the Housing and Town-Planning Act which has recently become 

law, the machinery for the provision of cottages in rural districts will be much 

simpler than in the past; but as it will still be impossible to build and let at the 

existing Customary rents, it is very doubtful whether either the county or the 

rural councils will be willing to incur a loss on the rates by building to any 

appreciable extent. In the part of Cambridgeshire from which I write, the 

weekly wage of the labourers is twelve shillings in the winter and thirteen 

shillings in the summer, and, counting extras, it averages about sixteen shillings 

all the year round, The scale is higher near towns and in some other districts 

Even at the wage mentioned a higher rent could be paid where there are 

grown-up sons living at home; and there are labourers, spending from three 

shillings to five shillings a week on beer and spirits, who could better spend 

one or two of these shillings in securing suitable and healthy homes in which 

to bring up their families. In the district of which I write, and in many 

others all over the country, the cottages on country estates are rented at from 

one shilling and threepence to two shillings a week, including rates; and 

those of small owners, in open villages, vary from one shilling and ninepence 

t » two shillings and sixpence, sometimes, but not always, including rates. 

lhe large landowners are, from their position, chiefly responsible in this 

matter of cheap cottage rents; and I know of nothing more demoralising in 

this connection than for a man, in full work, to be paying one shilling a week 

for a good cottage, and to be under the impression that he is paying what it 

is worth, while his neighbour pays one shilling and sixpence for a cottage less 

wood, and feels himself greatly aggrieved at being over-charged; whereas, both 

cottages are, in reality, let below their vaiue. It would almost seem a question 

2$ to whether such practice should not be deemed an infringement of the 

Truck Acts I have dealt in this letter with the question from the utilitarian 

point of view only, and the argument is based on the existing conditions of 

land tenure and from a purely business aspect. My only excuse for asking so 

much of your valuable space is the ¢ 

question, —CONSTANCE CocuRraAnk, Treasurer, Rural Hlousing and Sanitation 

Association, 

eat and far-reaching importance of the 

{This letter is referred to in our ** Country Notes.’ Ep. | 

MISTLETOE. 

[To tHe Epiror or ** Country Lire.” | 

S1Rk,—Mistletoe, which is often found growing wild in the Midiand Counties, 

is never found in the North, It has been, however, successfully yraited, 

resulting, in many Cases, in unusually fine growths. here is a well-known 

saying, ** Never graft from bought mistletoe.” Commonly regarded as a 

superstition, this adage is, however, well worth following. It is practically 

impossible to graft with bought mistletoe, not as being unlucky, but for the 

very good reason that it is onlv seen for sale at Christmas and is only ripe for 

use nearly four months later. The berries are luscious; the birds feed greedily 

on them during the winter and spring months, so few are left to ripen jull, 

Some, however, are usually left on the ends of the light, swaying twigs, where 

there is no foothold for a bird; a few, too, in the centre of the bush, out of 

sight. The berries, usually firm on these forked twigs, in April begin to 

attain full ripeness and come away easily; the rest fall, making room for the 

new growth. llaving secured a few such berries, we proceed to fin! a 

suitable tree for *‘ inoculation’: this word aptly describes the process from 

beginning to end ** Grafting ” suggests incision, careful insertion and 

binding, none of which is required. Pear, plum, thorn, peach or apple trees 
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INOCULAILD ILEEN EAl if 

are all suitable to experiment on, the last vrobably the best if a fairly youn 

tree. It may either be tried on a twig of two \ears’ growth where the bar 

is smooth and thin, or on an older branch; in the latter case, the bark 

hould he lightly scraped with a penknife, otherwise it is too hard a 

thick We ourselve have been most successful with th thi r branch, as 

its width vives more surface for the berry, Choosing a fine berry, we pr 

it hard on the scraped bark; it bursts and stick We then repeat t 

process in several places, for all will certainly not germinat We choose th 

under side of the branch usually, where bir cannot rest and rob, In a lew 

hours we find the glue-like juice of the berry has hardened and stuck fast 

to the branch enclosing the germinating ovule or seed and protecting 

In the course of many weeks some of our ( turn rown andl fall I Vv 

are failures. Oi or more, however, we watc! mxkiou-i it s suill vre n, 

and though we cannot see below, it is putting forth litthe hair-like root 

which press through the soft bark and into the branch fibre, It has reache 

the sap; the dried gluey husk falls off—it is no longer needed, for the tiny 

seed it protect d is now sharing the life of the tr W satch it daily for 

fre-h developments, but for many months there is little change One morning 

we find the cherished hook has gone, fallen or pecked by a bird—wuiat matter 

how, We only feel we have failed, and determine we cannot trv again. 

Only a tiny pin-prick to mark the place we have so delighted in, bor some 

weeks we do not even visit the tree; but one iv, looking closely, we 

find a curiou swelling = immi itely round 

the pin-prick, very Gay it changes, in- 

creasing to a point, getting green tipped, 

and finally it bursts and puts forth a 

tiny stem = an two green leaves, (uite 

undoubted what it is, vir mistletoe is an 

accomplished fact !—MARTIA, 

SLEIGHING IN HERTFORDSIIRI 

[To tHe Eprror or “Country Lire.” | 

Sik, The majority of Londoners do not 

perhaps realise what a considerable fall o 

snow there has recently been in many countr 

districts, Phe accompanying photograph, 

which will, I trust, be of interest to your 

readers, shows a sleigh being driven alor 

Hertfordshire road, cee ee 

A CANINE FAULT. 

{To THE Eptrok or ** Country Lirt 

Sir,—In your issue of December 25th, a letter 

appears under th ibove titl ‘ ribing a 

dangerous habit acquired by a_ haif-br 

Scotch terrier. As the dog is now fil 

months old, reform will not be easy, 

ilthough it is simplified by the fact that 

the little fellow is already obedient in other 

re pects, If chiding has no effect, the best 

thing to dol to tal the dog out on a long, 

thin check-corc, the restraint of which will 

not be noti in th ordinary way iN )) 

to heel Directly he ru-he mui he shouid 
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nonish 1 «a thin stick 

to thin t ) 1 relormed chata ' 

ebullition of high spirits 

s thing to do in such cases ra 

ave become steady. It i a 

motor-cars I have know 

from that, a nervous horse 

rht be ma . sé b; accident, It cannot be too much 

emphasise | ers . ‘ responsibilities towards the public, 

ind’ that dama } een ¢ ed such a case, “nse of justice, 

too, makes " t mat the d " \ t all i as legally 

OMBE CHALI 

Nrry L 

SiR, I ! . e beautiiul chalice has been 

variously y ’ nd irough the courte-y of the Rev. C 

S. Dupuis, to ttlhecombe, | have been furnished with a description 

of the marl beyond all doubt that the latter is the correct date 

Mr. Cripps, ur vhich appeared in the A/insfer for January, 1895, 

on ‘** Pre-R ' hal * sts t fee date of the Nettlecombe 

Chalice is 1479, question by the Goldsmiths 

hall-marks, which stil ) upon , \s he omitted to furnish the 

reason for th ‘ i tutement as to th lat I now venture to do so: The 

leopard’s head ts ’ specimen cro as the crown does not appear 

before 1477, the ' date is out of question, and the Lombardic B, 

fixes the dat ; 70. OuN WILL vicar of Llanwddyn, Lake Vvrnwvy. 

urch Plate at Nettlhecombe ” and showing this 

beautiful h accompanying pi t appeared in No, sSr of 

COUNTRY 

ILANGING NUI 

ror or ** Country Lirr.”] 

Now, when the t winter have been stripping the trees and, at the 

time, telling tl ‘ uid to repair to the inmost cracks and crannic 
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for their lone sleep throuch the winter’s cold, the titmice, and such other of 

our insect feeders as brave the not above receiving alms to supple- 

ment their dwindling rations. Fortunately they do not demand of us a 

** six-legged ” fare; else would our best endeavours afford them little mainte- 

nance, rhey will eat and thoroughly enjoy much of the leavings that remain 

when we have risen from tabie, if they be but given opportunity. Sut this same 

fare is also to the starling’s liking (to say naught of others of his kin), and 

being « voracious, stronger and more able rival he always gets the lion’s, aye, 

the glutton’s share. Now if, instcad of scattering alms upon the lawn, we 

dangle them in space, the busy gobbling starling, if bidden by his senses to 

the feast, is quite unable then to take his place, and in disgust departs to 

seek the grubs within the turf—gaod erat optandum—hence the hanging nut. 

But a word on the cutting of the nut. Usually one or both ends are sawn 

right off, which answers well enough so far as only tits and the immediate 

present are concerned. fut if cut as indicated in the photographs it can be 

made to render a much greater and a lasting service. Saw one end in the 

usual way, only stop the cut halfway through, turn the nut on its end and 

make another cut to meet the first at right angles. <A piece will then drop 

out, leaving an opening with a little lip or platform underneath, Hang it up 

horizontally as usual, and in the middle of the bottom, the lowest point, make 

a small gimlet hole through shell and flesh This is to allow any rain 

collected by the lip to escape. 1e chief object of the little platform is to 

allow certain small birds, which we would welcome, to come and share the 

banquet it contains The other method of cutting an end right off reserves 

the food for tits 

and similar 

acrobats only, 

and deprive 

many dese rying 

pensioners ot 

their share 

lurther, whe 

the flesh of the 

cocoanutis eaten 

the shell is only 

beginning its 

useful work, for 

the very scraps 

before alluded 

to may then be 

placed inside, 

and the lip not 

only allows them 

to be put well in 

view, but also 

prevents them 

bey scattered 

and waste] on 

the ground 

below. REN! 

Y eR THAM, 

Pest Ol 

HOUS!I 

SPARROWS. 

ro THE Eprror, 

SIR, Shooting 

the sparrows, as 

suggested by 

“GG. ta” & of 

the whole an 

expensive and 

uncertain way ol 

abatine the 

nuissnce, Neve t- HAS LOOK \ UND 

theiess, il he 

prefers that method, he would find a “410 gun with cartridges loaded with 

No. § shot fulfil the conditions he ment 

“hil 

{Yo rue Epirvor or **Counrry LiFt.”’| 

Sik, —We have been hearing a good ceal about unemployment and distress 

in the villages of late, bat with half-a-dozen unemploved youths within a 

stone’s throw of my house, | have been unable to get a labourer at half-a 

crown a day to break up an old orchard which I intend to cultivate. Young 

men appear to work during haytime and harvest on farms around, and for 

the rest of the year do only just as little as will keep them in beer and 

tobacco, and enable them to pass their days leaning on any rail that is 

strong enough to support them, while they discuss—the state oi the nation ? 

Only a shortage in the before-mentiones I r or tobacco will force them to 

work, I was speaking of this to an ex-solcizr whom I constantly employ, 

and said, ** If the lads don’t like working on the land, and know no trade to 

support them in town, why don’t some of them eulist ?’ ** Why, sir,” said 

he, ‘“*they don’t like the look o’ kharki, and they won't wear the 

Brodrick cap. I'd go back to the Army to-morr »w, if they’d have me, but 

I'd never have ‘listed to look like a German when I was a youngster.” It is 

not often that the useful and the ornamental walk hand in hand, but in this 

case they appear to have done so in the past. The revival of a smart 

recruiting sergeant, and the judicious disposition of some gay posters, not 

mere hideous advertisements such as our recruiting centres are now disfigured 

with, might redeem many of our country lads from a career of chronic loafing, 

make healthy, manly men of them, and restore some of its old prestige 

to the British Army. But the ‘** Brodrick cep” apparently takes a lot of 
‘y 
vi swallowing. K. 




